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Aaseng, Nathan. Pete Rose; Baseball's Charlie Hustle. Lerner, 1981. 79-27377. ISBN 0-
8225-0480-4. 48p. illus. with photographs. $5.95.
Like most biographies of sports figures, this is a medley of boyhood interest in
Ad sports, experiences as a rookie player, the ups and downs of a professional career,
3-5 and action sequences or establishment of records. This hasn't the hyperbole that
weakens many books about sports heroes, although it has a fair share of admiration,
both for Rose's ability as a baseball player and for the aggressiveness that won him
the nickname of "Charlie Hustle." The text is continuous, with neither table of
contents nor index to give access to facts; there are no statistical tables included, but
the book ends with photographs and statistics for each of the fifteen players who have
had three thousand hits.
Ahlberg, Janet. Funnybones; written by Janet and Allan Ahlberg. Greenwillow, 1981. 79-
24872. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80238-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84238-0. 29p. illus.
Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.59.
What happens in the story is of less importance than the basic situation and the
R way in which the story's told, in a book in comic strip format. It begins in proper
K-3 ghost story style, with a dark dark town, and a dark dark street and a dark dark house
with a dark dark cellar . . . where a big skeleton and a little skeleton and a dog
skeleton live. They go out for some midnight fun on a playground and the zoo, and
since they can't find anyone else to frighten, they have a high old time frightening
each other. The Ahlbergs have fun with words and with the concept of skeletons at
play, and their communicable zest precludes any note of the macabre.
Allan, Mabel Esther. The Mills Down Below. Dodd, 1981. 80-2782. ISBN 0-396-07926-1. 205p.
$7.95.
The overprotected daughter of a stern Victorian father, Elinor was well aware that
Ad she must keep her friendship with two of the children from the mill town a secret.
6-9 Owner of the mills, Father wanted Elinor to be a proper young lady; Father wanted
Elinor to stay quietly with her governess, whose teaching was inept and dull. It was
the summer of 1914, and with the announcement of war Father became so furious
that he had a fatal stroke; unexpectedly, Elinor's quiet mother became a firm and
outspoken manager of the family's affairs, and Elinor's dearest wish came true: not
only would she be allowed to go to school, but to the school in the town below. The
difference in location is paralleled by the difference in social status, and the book-a
competent but not stimulating period piece-is indicative of the changing status of
women (feminine suffrage is one of the issues it explores, education for women
another) and of the breakdown of the rigid class system. The writing style and
characterization are adequate if not impressive; the story line is cohesive but sedate.
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Ames, Mildred. Anna to the Infinite Power. Scribner, 1981. 80-28459. ISBN 0-684-16855-3.
198p. $10.95.
Although slow-moving through most of the book, the story of Anna, told at times
Ad from her viewpoint and at times from the viewpoint of her brother Rowan, is imagi-
6-8 native if not always wholly convincing. Anna discovers, in this tale set in the 1990s,
that she is not really Rowan's natural sister and that his parents are not really hers;
their mother (a dedicated scientist) has been a vehicle for a clone. There are other
Annas, not identical but similar, all having been cloned as part of an experiment. As
Anna, who is twelve, begins to change, she is worried; angry about the secret of her
birth, she is afraid that if the experiment fails, she will be destroyed. Nicely con-
structed, written with some grace, this is weakened by small, illogical developments
but is intriguing in conception and concludes with a dramatic flourish as Rowan
rescues Anna from the dire fate shared by her clone-sisters.
Andersen, Karen Born. What's the Matter, Sylvie, Can't You Ride? written and illus. by
Karen Born Andersen. Dial, 1981. 80-12514. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-9607-2; Library
ed. ISBN 0-8037-9621-8. 26p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.44.
Every child who's ever nervously wobbled through a first try at riding a bicycle can
R sympathize with Sylvie, who tries and tries and can't make it, while her friends whizz
K-2 past. She's afraid of falling, and she's embarrassed about being afraid. Then-as
readers will know-she finds that she's in control, and as she speeds past a nervous
first-time rider she bawls out, as others have to her, "Can't you ride?" Line and
wash, the illustrations have good composition and texture but some are confusing:
for example, one page, in which there are four overlapping Sylvies, is cut across the
middle by a band of white space with two lines of print, so that eight feet but no
wheels show. The text is light and amusing, but it may elicit some questions about
why neither of Sylvie's parents helps her.
Benchley, Nathaniel. Walter, the Homing Pigeon; illus. by Whitney Darrow, Jr. Harper, 1981.
79-2696. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-020507-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-020508-3. 26p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Darrow's brisk, comic line drawings add to the quiet humor of a story about a
Ad pigeon who's sent off on his first race and never gets home. Not that Walter doesn't
2-3 intend to fly home, it's just that he's curious about other things, and often hungry, so
he drops in here and there for a visit and some food. On his third visit to the home of a
tender-hearted woman, she calls Walter's owner (whose name is on a leg band) and
comes back announcing that Walter is now hers. Not substantial, and a bit weak in
the ending, this is still appealing because of the humor and the lightness and vitality of
the writing style.
Berger, Gilda. All in the Family: Animal Species around the World; illus. by Tom Huffman.
Coward, 1981. 80-17803. ISBN 0-698-30730-5. 48p. $5.99.
Berger uses several mammals, including human beings, to illustrate the ways in
Ad which geological and climatic changes, adaptation to the environment, and natural
3-5 selection has led to the many related families and species of animals living today. The
writing is clear, the level of complexity and vocabulary appropriate for the middle
grades reader; the continuous text is logically arranged but not comprehensive (it
includes humans, cats, bears, and camels) and is illustrated by rather scratchy line
drawings of which only the few maps extend the text. An index is included.
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Bethancourt, T. Ernesto. Doris Fein: Phantom of the Casino. Holiday House, 1981. 80-8814.
ISBN 0-8234-0391-2. 160p. $8.95.
In this third detective story told by eighteen-year-old Doris, she has come with her
Ad friend Carl Suzuki (once on the New York police force, now a lawyer) to the island
6-9 resort of Santa Catarina, off the California coast. Friend is all Carl is, although Doris
knows he's about to propose. (He does, at the end of the story; Doris says she loves
him but is too young, Carl lovingly says he'll wait.) This time the mystery is the
identity of the culprit doing malicious mischief at the island's Casino, mischief that
has a potential for danger. This is written with the same light sophistication and
humor as were the two earlier books, but is weakened by recurrent coy references to
Doris's alter ego, Petunia, the voice of her formerly gluttonous self ("The aroma
woke Petunia, who grunted ecstatically") and repeated musical references (" ...
she could play the 'Etude in E' by Chopin so beautifully ... " or "As he did, he
began to sing 'Vesti La Giubba' from I Pagliacci"). The more serious weakness of
the story, which is nevertheless entertaining, is in the motivation and solution: while
there are some late clues that can be said to prepare the reader, the eruption of a
multiple personality and easy disposition of the case (therapy provided by a mil-
lionaire admirer, and the likelihood of an out-of-court settlement, again by the oc-
togenerian millionaire) make for a sunny ending that is more convenient than credi-
ble.
Bonners, Susan. A Penguin Year; written and illus. by Susan Bonners. Delacorte, 1981.
79-53595. Trade ed. ISBN 0-440-00166-8; Library ed. ISBN 0-440-00170-6. 44p.
Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.43.
Soft watercolor pictures (blue, black, and white) effectively illustrate a simply
R written text that, while it gives names to a pair of penguin parents, has no an-
K-3 thropomorphism. As the title indicates, the text describes the cycle of the penguin
year; it focuses on mating, nesting, and caring for the young. While there are several
good books on penguins for the primary and middle grades, including the Todd book
reviewed below, none is quite so appropriate for the preschool child's introduction to
the subject as this concise and handsomely illustrated book.
Borghese, Anita. The Down to Earth Cookbook; rev. ed.; illus. by Ray Cruz. Scribner, 1980.
80-21483. ISBN 0-684-16618-6. 144p. $8.95.
The material that precedes the recipes in a well-organized cookbook includes a
R discussion of American dietary habits, descriptions of some natural foods, definitions
5-7 of culinary terms and utensils, and some general instructions on reading recipes,
assembling materials, and taking safety precautions. Lists of ingredients are given
clearly. A temperature conversion chart and index are appended.
Bosse, Malcolm J. Ganesh. T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 80-2453. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04102-0;
Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04103-9. 185p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
Jeffrey had lived most of his fourteen years in India, where his nickname was
R Ganesh. When his father died, the boy came to his only relative, Aunt Betty; as
6-9 unaccustomed to the climate as he is to the mores and interests of his peer group,
Jeffrey has some adjustment problems, but he arouses the interest of classmates
when he beats the school record for staying under water, a feat accomplished by the
controlled breathing he's learned in studying Yoga. Then they become interested in
Hinduism, and Jeffrey begins to make friends. The dramatic action culminates in a
group of friends participating in a sit-down to prevent the state from taking over Aunt
Betty's home for a highway, a sit-down that concludes with a hunger strike, that wins
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the approbation of the community, and that is successful. An interesting story of
cultural fusion and peer relationships has a quiet dignity that contrasts effectively
with the colorful and unusual material about India and its cultural patterns.
Brow, Thea. The Secret Cross of Lorraine; illus. by Allen Say. Parnassus, 1981. 80-27646.
ISBN 0-395-30344-3. 177p. $8.95.
Brow provides an intriguing setting for an adventure/suspense story: a bunker on
Ad the Maginot line that has been converted to a summer home. Adolescent Twyla is
6-8 visiting here, with her mother and younger brother, when she becomes involved in
trying to track down the mysterious, seedy old man who disappears after their one
meeting. Bit by bit, a complicated story of the wartime underground and some of its
heroes emerges, and Twyla succeeds, with the help of a French friend, in locating the
old man, who proves to be the rightful owner of the Cross of Lorraine, a medal that
had been given to his wife for her work in the resistance movement. The story has
plenty of action, some interesting historical material, good pace, and adequate style
and characterization, but the plot is only intermittently convincing.
Brown, Irene Bennett. Morning Glory Afternoon. Atheneum, 1981. 80-18495. ISBN 0-689-
30802-7. 219p. $9.95.
The time is 1924, the setting a small Kansas town, the protagonist a quiet young
NR woman of seventeen who had come to Ardensville to be the telephone operator-and
6-9 to forget about the death of the man she loved. At the switchboard, Jessy is privy to
all the news and gossip of her neighbors; she's upset by some of the violence in town,
and becomes aware that it's caused by the Ku Klux Klan. Eventually the local KKK
group is identified, and the leader (the town's mayor) caught, but not before there has
been a murder. There's also a love story, with Jessy being wooed by a cowboy who
calls her "his smart little girl." The writing is pedestrian; Jessy's switchboard com-
ments tend to repeat questions in unnatural style: "What is playing at the OR-
PHEUM? Clara Bow, in Down to the Sea in Ships," . .. "How is Grandpa Ellis this
afternoon? Doctor says he is better," and the dialogue throughout the book seems
stiff and trite, often reflecting the stock figures who crowd the story.
Bunting, Eve. The Waiting Game. Lippincott, 1981. 80-8793. Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-31941-X;
Library ed. ISBN 0-397-31942-8. 56p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Luther, the protagonist, had been one of the three football stars on his high school
Ad team; the other two were Dan and Griff, but only Luther and Griff were playing the
6-9 waiting game-waiting to see if there would be an offer from Ohio State. Dan wasn't
waiting because Dan was deaf; he'd only been able to play because Luther tapped out
signals for him. Griff makes it; Luther is turned down. At first he lies and says he has
turned down an Ohio offer, and he is surprised to find that his family assumes it's to
stay with Dan at the local, free junior college. They all approve, but Dan is furious,
wanting no gesture out of sympathy; not until Luther convinces him of the truth does
Dan relax. This simply written story has an undeveloped potential for an exploration
of friendship values; as it is written, it touches on the intricacy of rivalry and loyalty
only superficially, with Dan a minor shadow figure until the end, and with Luther
going through several shifts in attitude in one day, to create an abrupt and not very
convincing ending. Because of the ages of the three boys, the simplicity of the writing
style and the vocabulary, the large print, and the subject, this should be useful for
slow readers in senior high school.
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Byars, Betsy C. The Cybil War; illus. by Gail Owens. Viking, 1981. 80-26912. ISBN 0-670-
25248-4. 126p. $8.95.
A joy. Simon is deeply smitten by Cybil, a fourth-grade classmate, and just as
R deeply angered by his once-closest friend Tony, a blithely inventive liar who persists
3-5 in telling fibs to and about Cybil to strengthen his cause: Tony is also smitten by
* Cybil. The writing seems deceptively simple, but it has a polished fluency and spon-
taneity. The children, separately and together, are vividly characterized; the re-
lationship between Simon and his mother has a particular warmth, and the story is
permeated by an affectionate humor, especially in the dialogue.
Calhoun, Mary (Huiskamp). Audubon Cat; illus. by Susan Bonners. Morrow, 1981. 80-16278.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-22253-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-32253-0. 28p. Trade ed.
$7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Soft, almost fuzzy, and highly textured drawings of Hilda, called the Audubon cat
Ad because she's such a devoted bird-watcher, and of the many birds she sees and tries
2-4 to catch, are one of the stronger aspects of this picture book. Left alone for two days
while her family is on a trip, Hilda is hungry because a rat and some chipmunks have
taken all the cat food left out for her. Save for the heightened action of one encounter
(Hilda is picked up, then dropped by an owl) this is basically a tepid account of
Hilda's spotting of some grouse, some chickadees, juncoes, redpoll finches, pine
siskins, etc. References to such things as Hilda's "life list" of birds will mean little to
those not initiated into the practice of bird watching, the plot is slight, and the book is
further weakened by attribution of human thought processes to the cat.
Cleary, Beverly. Ramona Quimby, Age 8; illus. by Alan Tiegreen. Morrow, 1981. 80-28425.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00477-6; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-00478-4. 182p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.67.
A fifth book about Ramona has all the warmth, spontaneity, and humor of its
R predecessors, in another realistic and engaging story about the redoubtable child and
2-4 her small adventures at home and at school. The classroom scenes are hilarious, the
* family scenes touching, as Ramona battles her way through each challenging day,
adjusting to a new school and a new teacher, to having Daddy back in college, and to
putting up with a spoiled four-year-old each afternoon because only if Ramona stays
with a sitter can Daddy go to school and Mother work. The style is bubbly and fluent;
the characters and dialogue ring true.
Cooney, Caroline B. The Paper Caper; illus. by Gail Owens. Coward, 1981. 80-22097. ISBN
0-698-20506-5. 58p. $6.95.
Lively Lynn and her more sedate twin Victoria go to visit Uncle Steve and Aunt
Ad Camilla; Lynn becomes a paper girl, so she's particularly interested in the fact that
3-5 Uncle Steve, who runs a computer service out of his home, is setting up a circulation
control program for the newspaper she's working for. The program is stolen. Home
alone, Lynn has been checking some figures after wondering who could have wanted
to steal the program-and then she realizes who wanted to, and why. Apprehended
by the thieves, she hastily calls the police and emerges a heroine. She's trapped the
two men who'd been falsifying records and cheating the newspaper out of large sums
of money. While many readers will enjoy having a lively and astute protagonist, the
appeal of Lynn's prowess and the mild humor of some of the dialogue are balanced
by an uneven writing style and a speciously easy success in detection that weaken the
story.
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DeClements, Barthe. Nothing's Fair in Fifth Grade. Viking, 1981. 80-29257. ISBN 0-670-
51741-0. 137p. $9.95.
The story of Elsie, a newcomer to the fifth grade class, is told by Jennifer. Elsie's
Ad fat and unhappy, a compulsive eater who steals classmates' money for food because
4-5 she has been put on a strict diet by her caustic, domineering mother. By degrees,
Jennifer and her friends become less hostile as they understand Elsie's problem; all of
them, especially Jennifer, work (successfully) to help Elsie become more secure. The
theme is not unusual, but it's competently handled; relationships and characteriza-
tion (particularly of Elsie and her mother) are nicely tied to motivation and plot
development in a good but not outstanding first novel by a school counselor.
Degens, T. Friends. Viking, 1981. 80-27609. ISBN 0-670-33051-5. 161p. $9.95.
Set in a small town at the time of the Vietnam War, eleven-year-old Nell's story is
Ad often touching, sometimes funny, but not always believable. The fact that her par-
5-7 ents' quarrel leads to her mother's abrupt departure is credible, as are Nell's anger and
despair; what is not credible is the behavior of Nell and her classmates, particularly
in their defiant behavior toward their teacher, a stereotype of the sugar-coated vit-
riolic adult. Nell's father retreats into apathy and alcohol; her older sister is pre-
occupied because she's in love with a man who has just enlisted; Nell herself is torn
between irritation and love for an older neighbor who has just been drafted, Gene.
Gene's letters, with their comments on the war, are the contrapuntal motif, empha-
sized by frequent news broadcasts, and the anti-involvement message of the story is
strong enough to obtrude on the narrative.
Dicks, Terrance. The Baker Street Irregulars in the Case of the Cinema Swindle. Elsevier/
Nelson, 1981. 80-39624. ISBN 0-525-66728-8. 122p. $8.95.
The four children-Dan, Mickey, Liz, and Jeff-who, in this detective adventure
Ad series, have taken the name of the Baker Street Irregulars, are right on the scene
5-7 when the first incident in a criminal plan takes place. It doesn't take them long to
deduce that someone who wants to buy the property has started a fire in the movie
house they're in, but which of the several people who've made the owner an offer is
it? Although the children call the police and the latter are involved in the case, it is
really (if not quite believably) the Irregulars who solve the crime. This has plenty of
action, little characterization, ajust-better-than-pedestrian writing style, and a mildly
contrived plot, but the action and suspense will probably appeal to readers.
Douglass, Barbara. Sizzle Wheels; illus. by James McLaughlin. Westminster, 1981. 80-39750.
ISBN 0-664-32680-3. 171p. $9.95.
Tori (Victoria) is one of four ardent roller-skaters who are being coached by an
M older friend so that they can do some group routines in a local parade. She's dis-
4-6 consolate because her father shows no interest in her activities but is a proud sup-
porter of his older daughter's bicycling, an interest he shares. Tori also becomes
involved with a group of older citizens working in a community garden and wins their
support in the skaters' struggle to be allowed practice space. Her own struggle comes
at the end of the story, when she has to decide whether to participate in the parade or
do an emergency errand for one of her elderly friends-and the Sizzle Wheels skate
without her. Although this has some good friendship values and some positive re-
lationships between generations, it is otherwise weak: the writing style is mediocre,
especially in dialogue, the story line is attenuated and the characterization uneven,
and the one serious problem of the book, Tori's relationship with her father, is never
developed or resolved.
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Drucker, Malka. Passover: A Season of Freedom; illus. by Brom Hoban and with photo-
graphs. Holiday House, 1981. 80-8810. ISBN 0-8234-0389-0. 95p. $8.95.
First retelling the story of the flight from Egypt, the event commemorated by the
R Jewish holiday of Passover, the author then describes each aspect of its observance,
5-7 explaining the symbolic or ritual meaning of each preparatory act, each rite or prayer,
each item of food. The text is reverent, lucid, and comprehensive; it explains the
founding of such practices as opening the door for Elijah, and the meaning of the term
"Pesach," the Hebrew word for the holiday (Hag-ha-Pesach, Festival of the Paschal
Lamb). Passover games, crafts, and recipes are included; appended are the formal
blessings of the Passover meal, a glossary, a brief bibliography, and an index.
Dygard, Thomas J. Soccer Duel. Morrow, 1981. 81-883. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-00366-4; Li-
brary ed. ISBN 0-688-00367-2. 221p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Terry, who has been an outstanding football player on his high school team, knows
Ad that his father, his coach, and his teammates will be disappointed, but he's learned to
7-9 love soccer during the summer and has decided to switch to the soccer team. The
story focuses on Terry's chagrin-since he had expected to be a star-when a new-
comer who's had years of experience joins the team and immediately becomes
established as its best player. Terry's accused of being jealous, of trying to get goals
(and failing) rather than pass to a teammate; soon the other players begin keeping the
ball from him. Not until he's benched does he take stock of himself, and what he does
is the first variation on what has been a patterned sports story: he asks to play
sweeper, a position in which he can help the team but gain no personal glory. The
structure is passably sturdy, the writing style adequate; soccer fans will undoubtedly
enjoy the many action sequences.
Fisher, Leonard Everett. Storm at the Jetty; written and illus. by Leonard Everett Fisher.
Viking, 1981. 80-24402. ISBN 0-670-67214-9. 26p. $9.95.
Dramatic in a somber way, the blue-gray pictures, strong in line and composition,
Ad show the tumbled rocks of an ocean jetty and are particularly effective in the storm
K-3 scenes, when the dark skies are slashed by the white of summer lightning. The boy
who loves the jetty, Levi, runs home for safety at the height of the storm; when the
air clears he returns to his favorite spot, the point of the jetty where he sits-a
seaman in his rock cockpit-to watch the ocean and the ships. This is a mood piece,
vividly evocative of place but with too little story for most young children, although
what story there is is simply and adequately told.
Goldreich, Gloria. What Can She Be? A Scientist; by Gloria and Esther Goldreich; illus. with
photographs by Sheldon Horowitz. Holt, 1981. 80-25011. ISBN 0-03-055671-6. 32p.
$7.95.
Latest in a dependably good series of books about women and their work, this
R volume describes a geneticist, Dr. Sharon. As in other books in the series, this gives a
2-4 considerable amount of information about the subject's field; here, in addition to a
simplified discussion of genetic heritage and the role of DNA (Sharon's particular
interest) there are facts about how scientists work, about some of the equipment
used, and about scientific methods. There's less here than in most of the preceding
books about the subject's personal life, and a bit less about her training. The text is
lucid, simply written, and continuous; a glossary is included.
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Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl. Cinderella; illus. by Nonny Hogrogian. Greenwillow, 1981. 80-
15394. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80299-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84299-2. 27p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
A picture book version of a favorite folktale is illustrated with paintings, framed in
Ad decorated borders, that are soft in techniques and tones, and simply composed. The
K-3 simplified retelling omits some integral parts of the original, particularly the use of
repeated rhymes; it softens some of the harshness of the original in such details as the
fate of the stepsisters: in the original, their eyes are pecked out, one at a time, by
birds, whereas in this version the sisters are striken blind. Many minor details are
changed, some new details added; on the whole, however, the retelling adheres to the
original, in story line if not in details of exposition and dialogue.
Hamilton, Morse. Big Sisters Are Bad Witches; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Greenwillow, 1981.
79-24907. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80268-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-84268-2. 29p.
Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
"Everyone's bad in this house except my mother and my spider, Jennifer," Kate
Ad says, and it's clear that the worst offender is big sister Emily. Both are misbehaving
3-5 as they wait for father to come home and relieve the housekeeper. Mother's in the
yrs. hospital, and the news is that she's just had a boy. Kate thinks the baby should be
named for her, and plans that they will be allied against Emily. At bedtime, however,
Emily reads Kate a story and kisses her goodnight. Not such a bad witch after all,
Kate decides. A tale of sibling rivalry just hints of the defensive alignment against
dethronement that often is the catalyst for a united front. The treatment is not
substantial, but the story is written with a light, humorous touch, and the situation
should have the appeal of the familiar for many young children; the illustrations are
bright, uncluttered, and engaging in their depiction of slightly scruffy, chunky chil-
dren.
Hayes, Sheila. Me and My Mona Lisa Smile. Elsevier/Nelson, 1981. 80-29345. ISBN 0-525-
66731-8. 116p. $9.95.
Fourteen-year-old Rowena glumly notes that she's the only girl in her class who's
Ad never had a date. On a magazine quiz that rates experience ("Every Woman's Most
6-9 Exciting Journey!") Rowena gets seven on a scale of forty. One day the note she'd
written (planning to tear it up) to the handsome new teacher on whom she had a
crush, was apparently seen by a friend. Self-conscious anguish was followed by
Rowena's delighted realization that boys were beginning to notice her-and it wasn't
until after she began dating that she learned that her unsigned letter had been attrib-
uted to another girl, that in fact it was her own attitude that had changed and brought
her the attention she had been too shy to encourage. There isn't anything deep here,
or new or dramatic, but it's a light, amusing story of self-perception, written with
affectionate insight and a good ear for dialogue.
Hormann, Toni. Onions, Onions; illus. by Diane Stanley. T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 79-7837. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-690-04056-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04057-1. 32p. Trade ed. $7.95;
Library ed. $7.89.
Illustrated with tidy drawings of a young farm couple, pictures in peasant style
Ad framed with borders ornamented in Pennsylvania Dutch style, this is a tale in the folk
2-4 tradition. Onion eaters (onion stew, onion bread, onion soup, onion pie) the two are
surrounded by tubs and pots of onions; the wife sniffles constantly, but believes that
the onions keep evil spirits away. Irritated because his pancakes have onion in them,
the husband throws all the onions away and departs. He comes back with a gift, one
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onion, and they agree to have onion soup once a week. Rather stiffly told, the story
has an air of contrivance and seems a heavy padding for a slight plot.
Jaspersohn, William. A Day in the Life of a Television News Reporter; written and illus. with
photographs by William Jaspersohn. Little, Brown, 1981. 80-26203. ISBN 0-316-
45813-9. 96p. $9.95.
Clear photographs, carefully placed so that no captions are needed, illustrate a text
R printed on pages that have a clean, spacious appearance. As he has done in One Day
4-6 in the Life of a Veterinarian, Jaspersohn gives as much information about tech-
niques, career preparation, milieu, etc. as he does about his subject. The news
reporter whose day is covered is Dan Rea, on the staff of WBZ-TV in Boston; the
text not only describes Rea's day but also the equipment used on location and in the
studio, the work of the other members of the station, and the way in which a script is
prepared and processed. The material should be of interest to readers, it's given
clearly, and the information is nicely spaced and paced in a continuous text.
Johnson, Ann Donegan. The Value of Adventure; The Story of Sacagawea. Value Communi-
cations, 1981. 80-17623. ISBN 0-916392-59-7. 63p. illus. $6.95.
Cluttered and pedestrian cartoon style pictures add little to a highly fictionalized
NR partial biography of Sacagawea, the Shoshone woman who served as interpreter on
2-4 the Lewis and Clark expedition. Not only are there many passages of invented
dialogue, but early in the story Sacagawea is accosted by a talking turtle (depicted
with a feathered headband) who becomes her friend and accompanies her all the way
to the Pacific. This gives some facts about Sacagawea, but other and better books are
available; one of a series of oversize books each intended to teach a value (curiosity,
Columbus; fairness, Nelly Bly; love, Johnny Appleseed) this seems a travesty: the
spurious dialogue, the too-cute pictures, the incorporation of a fantasy element, the
mediocre writing style, and the coy ending (addressed to the reader) all indicate a
prime example of writing down to children.
Knowles, Anne. The Halcyon Island. Harper, 1981. 80-7909. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-023203-X;
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-023204-8. 120p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library ed. $8.79.
Ken is twelve, a great disappointment to his domineering father, who cannot
R understand that a boating accident when Ken was three has left the boy terrified by
5-7 the idea of being in the water. Vacationing on a river front property, Ken's parents
* are called away and he is left with a housekeeper; that's when he meets Giles,
another boy, who patiently, gently helps Ken get over his fear to the extent that he
can enjoy boating and swimming. Just as Ken's parents return, Giles is gone, his
island home abandoned. The story is told with consummate craft, both the dialogue
and the characters have a high degree of credibility and vitality; the evocation of
long, still summer days is remarkable. What gives the book added strength is the
recurrent hint that Giles is a ghost; while all his actions are natural, and Ken never
questions his identity, the author carefully structures the story so that nobody else
ever talks to Giles, even in scenes where the boys are on the river together, and just
before the story ends someone tells Ken about a boy who died trying to rescue his
drowning father and brothers. The only previous reference has been Giles' comment,
when Ken finds that Giles' family is never home, that "father's not here. He and
James and Philip have gone on. I'll join them later." A fine story, set in England and
universal in appeal.
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MacClintock, Dorcas. A Natural History of Raccoons; illus. by J. Sharkey Thomas. Scribner,
1981. 80-21377. ISBN 0-684-16619-4. 144p. $10.95.
Soft, realistically detailed drawings illustrate a mammalogist's comprehensive sur-
R vey of the raccoon. MacClintock describes, after general material on classification
7- and habitat, each aspect of the raccoon's life: seasonal patterns, diet, mating, raising
cubs, even separate chapters on such behavior as sensory responses or individual
variations on nocturnal activity. The text also includes a chapter on related animals
and another on caring for raccoons; it concludes with an extensive bibliography and a
carefully compiled index. The writing style is straightforward, brisk in tempo and
serious but not dry in tone.
McHargue, Georgess. The Horseman's Word. Delacorte, 1981. 80-68736. ISBN 0-440-
04167-8. 259p. $9.95.
Leigh, an accomplished rider, is in Scotland for the summer to help her uncle run
R his pony-trekking business; Uncle Will had had a stroke and seemed to be making no
7-9 effort to recover, while his wife was determinedly optimistic. Leigh is baffled by the
hostility of an elderly farmhand, but drawn to his grandson, Rob. Rob agrees to help
her in her plan to dress as a boy and take part in the initiation ceremony she's
overheard the old man talking about, and she almost gets away with it but is un-
masked at the last moment. The old man's hostility becomes so menacing that Rob
runs away from home, and he accepts Leigh's help, at first reluctantly, in evading his
malicious and abusive grandfather. The story has an evocative setting, good pace,
and a vigorous but disciplined writing style; it is most noteworthy, however, for the
smoothness with which McHargue blends the several plot threads so that they ramify
and complement each other.
Manes, Stephen. Slim Down Camp. Houghton/Clarion, 1981. 80-22725. ISBN 0-395-30170-X.
181p. $7.95.
Sam Zimmer, the narrator, would like to be thinner when he goes to high school,
M but he doesn't feel so strongly about it that he wants to spend the summer at Camp
5-7 Thinna-Yet. Like Robert Smith's Jelly Belly, reviewed below, this has a large com-
ponent of moaning about the strict camp diet and about ways to get around it. Since
Sam's is a co-ed camp, there's also a brief but happy establishment of a boy-girl
relationship. While this has its share of anti-counselor and bunkmate ploys (usually
but not always funny) and is written in a breezy, sometimes self-consciously cute
style it breaks the camp story pattern at least by having Sam leave camp before the
summer ends. No conversion here. Unfortunately, there is little structure or charac-
terization either, just a series of standard camping incidents with a few variants on an
old theme.
Marcus, Audrey Friedman. But This Night Is Different: A Seder Experience; by Audrey
Friedman Marcus and Raymond A. Zwerin; illus. by Judith Gwyn Brown. Union of
American Hebrew Congregations, 1981. 80-68979. ISBN 0-8074-0032-7. 38p. $7.95.
An oversize book is illustrated with watercolor pictures, representational and spa-
SpC cious, that show some of the foods and the ritual in a family celebration of the Jewish
2-4 holiday of Passover. The narrative uses, as in the ceremony, the device of a recurrent
comment that ordinarily one does thus-and-so, but that this night is different, on this
night we do ritual things in a special way. The ceremonial blessings are included, in
Hebrew and English, and the story ends with a recapitulation of all the things that are
done that make the night special and different. Given the inclusion of the Hebrew and
the fact that the authors use the Hebrew "Pesach" rather than "Passover," this
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seems most suitable for a religious education collection, more directed toward a
narrow than a broad audience. The writing style is adequate, simple, but static.
Miles, Betty. The Secret Life of the Underwear Champ; illus. by Dan Jones. Knopf, 1981.
80-15651. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-94563-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-394-84563-3. 117p.
Library ed. $4.99; Paper ed. $1.95.
Spotted by an agency scout in Manhattan, ten-year-old Larry, who tells the story,
R is asked to do an audition for a TV commercial. He's dubious about missing school
3-5 baseball games, but relieved by the fact that the sponsor makes sports clothes; the
relief ends when he learns that they also make underwear and that underwear is what
the first commercial will feature. Larry is teased by his classmates, but pleased when
they begin calling him Champ (the sponsor is ChampWin Knitting Mills) after he hits
a homer. This isn't in any way remarkable, but it's a nicely told story that is cheerful,
has some information about behind-the-scenes television, and is balanced by the
brisk and affectionate family relationships and friendship values.
Mills, Claudia. Luisa's American Dream. Four Winds, 1981. 80-69997. ISBN 0-590-07684-1.
155p. $8.95.
Luisa's family has come from Cuba, and she is embarrassed and often ashamed of
Ad being Cuban and of being poor; she wishes that she didn't go to a Catholic girls'
6-9 school. All of these feelings come to a head when she gets a violent crush on Travis,
who is blond and wealthy and WASP, all the things Luisa would like to be. She can't
understand why her brother is so relaxed about being Cuban; she uses her brother,
his best friend Tom, and several of her friends to help her get away from the house for
dates with Travis, since she's ashamed to let him meet her family, and since her strict
father doesn't want her out late on dates. Eventually, Luisa realizes that her great
love was just a crush, that she really loves Tom, who is poor, Italian-American, and
Catholic. Basically this is, then, the standard adolescent triangle love story; it is the
milieu of the Cuban family that makes it different. The family is loving, concerned,
and well-characterized; although Luisa gets over her feelings of inferiority, they seem
exaggerated. As with many first novels, the book is marred by having too many
strong characters and sub-plots, particularly one about a relative who gambles. The
writing style is adequate.
Neville, Giles. Incidents in the Life of Joseph Grimaldi; illus. by Patricia Neville. Jonathan
Cape, 1981. ISBN 0-224-01869-8. 64p. $10.95.
This is not a biography, although the preface and text together give information
Ad about the famous clown's personal life and his career. It seems to serve as a show-
8- case for Patricia Neville's paintings, which are beautifully detailed, vernal, romantic
without being sentimental, and imaginative; they are notable for their composition
and use of color. The text, however, while it may appeal to those particularly inter-
ested in Grimaldi, the theater, or the London scene at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, is uneven. The incidents are told in a rather fulsome style and concern such
events as Grimaldi's interest in butterfly collecting, a court case in which he was
falsely accused and exonerated, the visits from a young actress who came to help
when Grimaldi was ill and became his wife, the foiling of burglars, and Grimaldi's
friendship with Lord Byron. Most of the material has been adapted from Grimaldi's
memoirs, although the author confesses in a postscript that he has allowed himself "a
certain amount of freedom ... in order to complement my mother's paintings."
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Oxenbury, Helen. Dressing; written and illus. by Helen Oxenbury. Wanderer/Simon &
Schuster, 1981. 80-52220. ISBN 0-671-42113-1. 14p. $3.50.
Imported from England, a delightful book that meets a long-felt need for books for
R the infant bibliophile. The concepts are familiar, the heavy board pages (nontoxic and
1-2 easy to wipe clean) are sturdy and easy for a small child to handle, and the pictures
yrs. are simply, skillfully drawn against a spacious white background. The pictures are
* paired: a shirt, labelled "Undershirt," is faced by a baby in diaper and undershirt; a
picture of a sock, labelled, faces the baby looking with admiration at the bright sock
after it's on. From diaper to hat, each stage of dressing is recorded-and-that's it: a
record of familiar things.
Oxenbury, Helen. Family; written and illus. by Helen Oxenbury. Wanderer/Simon & Schus-
ter, 1981. 80-52218. ISBN 0-671-42110-7. 14p. $3.50.
This has all the usefulness, the simplicity, and the appeal of Dressing and is in the
R same format, as are three additional books in the set: Friends, Playing, and Working,
1-2 the latter clearly based on the idea that playing, eating, and learning control of bodily
yrs. functions are a baby's work. In Family, the illustrations are paired by showing a
* mother, then a baby with the mother; a father, then the same round-faced baby with
the father, and so on (sister, brother, grandmother, grandfather) and another round-
faced baby as companion to the first, who looks slightly baffled at having a compan-
ion who is a peer.
Riddell, James. Up and Down on the Farm; written and illus. by James Riddell. Atrium, 1981.
ISBN 0-224-01709-8. 30p. $7.95.
With two exceptions, pages are split horizontally in a book in which the text is on
NR one page, the pictures of farm animals on facing pages. The arrangement of pages is
4-6 random, so that the verso page may read "This agile beast will eat almost anything
yrs. and" on the bottom half, "it lives down holes in the ground and has large families."
Since the recto pages carry the name of the animal in very large letters vertically, the
names are also split, so that the recto page has the top half of a goat and the bottom
half of a rabbit, and the caption reads, "gobit." With adult help, this can of course be
used for learning animals, but it's confusing at first and may discourage some children
rather than encourage them.
Ross, Pat. Your First Airplane Trip; by Pat and Joel Ross; illus. by Lynn Wheeling. Lothrop,
1981. 80-22642. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-41989-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-688-51989-X.
34p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Although there are minor inaccuracies in the cartoon style drawings, they have a
R cheerful air that fits nicely with the restrained enthusiasm of the writing. The use of
K-2 second person draws the audience into a participatory attitude, as the authors de-
scribe everything but everything, from boarding to reunion (with what appears to be
grandparents) at the end of the journey. Two children travel alone here, and they
learn all about the details of a flight.
Rublowsky, John. Born in Fire: A Geological History of Hawaii. Harper, 1981. 79-2001. Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-025088-7; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025089-5. 84p. illus. with photo-
graphs. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
Although the first chapter gives some background about the original migrants to
R Hawaii and about the exploration by Captain Cook, this interesting book provides no
6-9 historical or political material, but focuses on geological and geographical facts.
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Explaining the theory of plate tectonics, Rublowsky describes the way in which
volcanic islands rise from the sea and, dying over the centuries, have in the Pacific
eroded to atolls. He also describes climatic variations, topography, the ways in which
flora and fauna become established and endemic, and the ways in which some of the
flora and fauna brought in by people have endangered the ecological balance on some
of the islands. Occasionally the text is repetitive, but on the whole the material is
well-arranged, and the writing style is competent if a bit heavy. An index and a
bibliography are included.
Rukeyser, Muriel. More Night; illus. by Symeon Shimin. Harper, 1981. 79-2680. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-025127-1; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025128-X. 30p. Trade ed. $8.95; Library
ed. $8.79.
The soft lines and quiet colors of Shimin's drawings are perfectly attuned to the
R gentle, poetic quality of a book that tells a story that is almost a prose poem. A
4-6 grandmother explains to a curious little boy what night is, and what some people or
yrs. plants or animals do at night; then the child dreams of being deep in the sea with a
diver. In the morning, he tells his grandmother, who describes dreams as stories we
tell ourselves. "More night," begs Jacob, and his grandmother says there will always
be more night, more dreams. The dream episode is not particularly pertinent to the
theme of night, and the mixture of realistic concepts and dreams may be confusing to
some small children, but the writing, like the illustrations, is soothing and flowing,
and the book seems eminently appropriate for one-to-one use.
Schick, Eleanor. Rainy Sunday; written and illus. by Eleanor Schick. Dial, 1981. 80-11596.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-7369-2; Paper ed. ISBN 0-8037-7371-4. 56p. Library ed.
$5.99; Paper ed. $2.50.
There are seven sequential episodes in a story for beginning independent readers;
Ad they are illustrated by tidy drawings in crayon and line, cleanly composed and echo-
1-2 ing the quiet, sedate quality of the text. The story is told by a child who comments on
the gray day; she wakens early, and while her parents sleep, she looks out the
window and then puts on bright clothing to contrast with the weather. She plays
contendedly, eats breakfast, reads the comics with her father when he wakes, goes
for a walk with her mother and picks a flower, comes home to enjoy the popcorn her
father's made, and goes to bed after hearing a forecast of a sunny day to come.
There's little action here, and no humor, with only the slightest of story lines and the
appeal of familiar activities to appeal to readers; the large print and simple vocabu-
lary, however, should provide an encouraging reading experience.
Schlee, Ann. The Vandal. Crown, 1981. 81-2859. ISBN 0-517-54424-5. 188p. $8.95.
In an intriguing novel set in a future England, the whole society is organized on the
R principle that it is dangerous to the individual and to the society to remember the
7-10 past. Each person has a memory machine that gives only enough information each
* day to enable one to function; all memories, even recognizing other people, are gone
after three days. Paul is a maverick, starting a fire at one time, vandalizing property at
another, but failing to recall what he has done or to understand the motivation for his
rebellion. At the close of this memorable and deftly developed story, winner of the
1980 Guardian Award, he has found a friend who also is a misfit, a girl who re-
members the past and therefore is an outcast, and there is an encouraging note as
Paul and Sharon escape from the penal camps to which they have been sent.
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Schubert, Ingrid. There's a Crocodile under My Bed; written and illus. by Ingrid and Dieter
Schubert. McGraw-Hill, 1981. 80-16854. ISBN 0-07-055614-8. 23p. $8.95.
A pleasant, if not outstanding variant on a familiar theme, this picture story book
Ad by two German artists living in Holland is illustrated by deftly modulated crayon
K-2 drawings. Peggy, after her father has looked under her bed and refuted her claim that
there's a crocodile there, finds that the animal has moved to another spot. They have
a happy bathtime romp, make a paper crocodile, and become friends; the crocodile
tells Peggy the long story of how he was ordered to befriend a thousand children to
compensate for the malicious mischief he'd done in his own country. Next morning,
he's gone; Peggy's father sees the paper crocodile and says, "So there was a
crocodile under your bed after all." Adequately told, save for an occasional sentence
that seems a bit heavy for the read-aloud audience, such as, "Finally, you have
exchanged eggs and have caused great grief to the parents: the ostriches who saw
their brood take to the water, and the crocodiles who saw their young run on long
legs."
Severo, Emike de Papp, tr. The Good-Hearted Youngest Brother: An Hungarian Folktale; tr.
from the Hungarian by Emoke de Papp Severo; illus. by Diane Goode. Bradbury,
1981. 80-28169. ISBN 0-87888-141-7. 27p. $10.95.
Many familiar folklore devices are used in this tale of three brothers who go out
R into the world to seek their fortunes: kindness rewarded, people turned to stone,
3-5 bewitched princesses, and a three-part obstacle. To win the three beautiful
princesses, the brothers must find three crowns, three pearls, and then guess which
belongs to which enchanted flower; each time the youngest brother is helped to the
solution by a creature to whom he had shown kindness. Of course, there's a triple
wedding, with all the stone people brought back to life and rejoicing. Competently
translated and told, the story is illustrated by full-page or double-page paintings,
delicate in line and effective in composition, with dramatic use of color and with folk
motifs in architectural and costume details.
Shebar, Jonathan. Animal Dads Take Over; written by Jonathan and Sharon Sigmond Shebar;
illus. by Lino Saffioti. Messner, 1981. 80-25332. ISBN 0-671-34003-4. 64p. $7.59.
The authors describe, in brief, separate chapters, some of the paternal patterns of
Ad the animal world; in each case they give general information about the species before
3-5 going on to details about caring for the young during the gestation period or during
infancy. The species discussed are Darwin's frog, the common rhea, marmosets, the
American sea horse, and Adelie penguin. It's interesting material, and the text is
adequately organized and written; a final section, on human fathers, seems extrane-
ous. A glossary and a brief relative index are included.
Slepian, Jan. Lester's Turn. Macmillan, 1981. 80-29467. ISBN 0-02-782940-5. 139p. $8.95.
In a sequel to the touching story The Alfred Summer (reviewed in the September,
R 1980 issue) the gentle, retarded Alfred is in an institution and his friend Lester, an
5-7 adolescent victim of cerebral palsy, is determined to get him out. Lester is convinced
that Alfie would be better off if he were home with Lester; in fact, he tries to sneak
Alfie out of the hospital and is caught. Lester, who tells the story, decides he'll get a
job so that he can legally be responsible for Alfie. With the aid of some friends, Lester
sets up a concert to raise money, and he's given permission to bring Alfie to the
concert; Alfie becomes ill and dies of a ruptured appendix. Lester's despair and guilt
are alleviated by a talk with the hospital director, a wise and compassionate woman
who helps Lester understand that although he had some self-interest in making plans
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that involved Alfie, he was not in the wrong. "You can use and need and love at the
same time," she says. This has the same wry wit, warmth, and sensitivity as the first
book; it has depth and perception in the depiction of characters and relationships; it
has a flowing style; and it is particularly adept in portraying Lester as an adolescent
who has the same needs and problems as those peers who are not handicapped.
Smith, Doris Buchanan. Last Was Lloyd. Viking, 1981. 80-29468. ISBN 0-670-41921-4. 124p.
$8.95.
Lloyd, fat and lonely, was the butt of his sixth grade classmates' jeering, the one
R who was always chosen last in class ball games. He just stood there; never, never
4-6 would he let them know how well he hit when he played with Mama's softball team.
This poignant, trenchant story of an insecure, overprotected child moves briskly
and is shaped by perception toward a positive ending as Lloyd begins to gain inde-
pendence from his doting mother, to make new friends, and to learn new skills. He
learns to ride a bicycle (Mama had been afraid he'd get hurt), he walks to the park
alone (Mama had always insisted on driving him), and he cuts down on his compulsive
eating (Mama had always loved seeing him eat a lot). The characterization and
relationships (both those between Lloyd and his classmates, and those between him
and the adults in the story) are solid and skillfully portrayed.
Stemp, Robin. Guy and the Flowering Plum Tree; illus. by Carolyn Dinan. Atheneum, 1981.
80-67029. ISBN 0-689-50188-9. 29p. $8.95.
In a pleasant but not very substantial picture book from England, a small boy
Ad thinks he has swallowed a plum pit and asks his mother what will happen. He'll grow
K-2 a tree inside him, his mother says. Then Guy imagines what it would be like to be a
tree; he imagines flowers, the small creatures around his roots, and the smaller
insects that fly about him. All the members of his family stimulate his imaginative
ideas (one of the strongest aspects of the story) as he lists the individual species (one
of the weakest aspects of the story). Then he finds the missing plum pit, but he agrees
with his mother that it's more fun to be a boy than a tree. The illustrations, ink-lined
watercolor, are very attractive, with some of the flair of Ardizzone in the scrawly line
and some of the ebullience of Burlingame in the vernal profusion of the Guy-tree and
its creatures.
Stevenson, James. The Wish Card Ran Out! written and illus. by James Stevenson.
Greenwillow, 1981. 80-22139. Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-80305-9; Library ed. ISBN 0-
688-84305-0. 27p. Trade ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.63.
Fresh, funny, lively, and pithy-what more could the lap audience ask? Steven-
R son's lightly colored cartoon style drawings are just right for this fantasy spoof of
K-3 credit cards, fairy godmothers, the computer society, and meaningless catch phrases.
When Charlie gets a charge card from International Wish he doesn't expect his dog to
talk or his younger brother to disappear; storming the headquarters of I.W. he finds
serried banks of computers as obstacles to finding little Billy and getting back home,
but an amicable giant cockroach and a cleaning woman (a retired fairy godmother)
help achieve both goals. Replete with action, wit, and humor.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. What Time of Night Is It? Harper, 1981. 80-7917. Trade ed. ISBN
0-06-026061-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026062-9. 209p. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed.
$9.89.
In Go and Catch a Flying Fish (reviewed in the July, 1979 issue) a story set
on the Gulf Coast of Florida, Taylor's mother had walked out. Now Taylor feels
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that her father is even more unhappy than she and her brothers, and it is little relief
R when her grandmother arrives and seems determined to curtail Taylor's freedom and
6-8 to improve her dress and manners. Grandmother is critical; when Taylor's mother
suddenly appears, Grandmother is caustic, and it's a relief to both Taylor and her
grandmother when the latter departs. The story is balanced by other facets in
Taylor's life; it has some dramatic moments, but plot is less important than the
skilled, perceptive, and compassionate depiction of the intricate fluctuations and
conflicting loyalties of interpersonal relationships and adjustments.
Strong, Jeremy. Trouble with Animals. illus. by Jonathan Allen. T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 80-2459.
Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04116-0; Library ed. ISBN 0-690-04117-9. 64p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $6.89.
Each chapter is a separate episode in this English story, although the stories are
Ad linked; the print is large albeit rather solid on the pages, and the illustrations are
2-3 almost macabre line drawings. In each chapter eight-year-old Tom tries to find an
animal to bring home as a pet, until the close of the story when he makes a friend and
they establish a "camp," a small clearing under the trees. The writing style is
adequate, and primary grades readers will probably enjoy Tom's troubles as he tries
to lure a dog home and ends with an invasion by every dog in the neighborhood, or
brings home a donkey that ruins the garden, or hides a penguin in a bag and brings it
home from the zoo. One of the linking devices is Tom's squabbles with an older
sister, a running gag that gets a bit tedious; another weakness of the book is Tom's
not-quite credible naivete.
Sutcliff, Rosemary. Frontier Wolf. Dutton, 1981. 80-39849. ISBN 0-525-30260-3. 196p. $11.50.
Another absorbing historical novel by one of the best writers in this genre is set in
R Britain in the fourth century. Alexios, a young Centurion, is punished for his poor
7-10 judgment by being sent to take charge of a frontier outpost manned by the Frontier
Wolves, a band of native Britons who are dubious about the ability of their new
leader. In a deftly structured and smoothly written tale, Sutcliff incorporates un-
obtrusively a great deal of information about the events and mores of the period, and
she also writes a cracking good adventure story.
Sutton, Jane. Me and the Weirdos; illus. by Sandy Kossin. Houghton, 1981. 80-26584. ISBN
0-395-30447-4. 117p. $6.95.
The weirdos are the family of Cindy, who tells her plaintive story. She's embar-
M rassed by the antics of her mother, who wears red sneakers every day of the year and
4-6 gargles with orange juice; by her sister, who collects labels from food cans, and by
her father, who sings opera as he rides a bicycle that has an umbrella attached. The
plot is predictable: Cindy tries to change her family's behavior, but learns that her
peers think the family is wonderful, and relaxes about the whole thing. This has a lot
of humor, but the excesses of eccentricity make the book less funny and not quite
believable. Examples: " .. my father planted dandelion seeds," "We have a grand
piano in our kitchen," "My mother doesn't have a bathing suit, so she was wearing a
pink ballerina tutu" (at the beach), and so on.
Tax, Meredith. Families; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1981. 80-21316.
ISBN 0-316-83240-5. 32p. $7.95.
Six-year-old Angie, who lives with her mother and enjoys visiting her father and
R his new family, comments on the family situations of other children--and those of a
2-3 few animals as well. The black and white drawings, lively in the use of line, and
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texturally varied, echo the ingenuous humor of the text. What Angie tells readers is
that there is enormous variation in families but that love is the core, whether it's a
two-parent, single-parent, multi-generation, childless, or adoptive family. Simple,
casual in tone, and very effective in delivering its message.
Thomas, lanthe. Willie Blows a Mean Horn; illus. by Ann Toulmin-Rothe. Harper, 1981.
74-2637. Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-026106-4; Library ed. ISBN 0-06-026107-2. 22p. Trade
ed. $7.95; Library ed. $7.89.
Like Isadora's Jesse and Abe, this has a backstage setting and is told by a
M child who is at a performance; in this case it is a son rather than a grandson whose
K-2 pride and love are evident. The speaker, whose name is not given, is impressed by
the way his father's horn playing moves listeners, and he dreams of being a virtuoso
horn player too. The plot is nebulous: the boy listens and waits, goes sleepily home
with his father, and is tucked into bed by his parents. This has less evocation of
atmosphere than the Isadora book, with more focus on the family relationships; there
is less structure in the story line. Although pictures and text together show the
affection in a black family, the pictures-wash and line-are weak in their drawings
of the human figure; the proportions are awkward and the faces border on the gro-
tesque.
Todd, Frank S. The Sea World Book of Penguins; written and illus. with photographs by
Frank S. Todd. Sea World, 1981. 80-25588. ISBN 0-15-004040-7. 96p. $9.95.
Profusely illustrated by color photographs, adequately captioned, this is a broad
R and detailed survey of the seventeen different penguin species; in addition to de-
4-6 scriptive material, the text provides information about habits, habitats, breeding
patterns, and disposition. The writing style is casually conversational through most
of the book, with an occasional personal comment. Coverage is excellent. The book
concludes with chapters on breeding penguins in captivity (only recently successful)
and on the dangers to the future penguin population because of pollution or of
overfishing the ocean and lowering the supply of krill (a major source of penguin diet)
or leaving smaller marine creatures exposed to predators. An index is provided.
Van Leeuwen, Jean. More Tales of Oliver Pig; illus. by Arnold Lobel. Dial, 1981. 80-23289.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-8713-8; Paper ed. ISBN 0-8037-8714-6. 64p. Library ed.
$5.99; Paper ed. $2.50.
In five short stories, illustrated with cozy, affectionate little framed pictures in
R peach and green, Oliver and the members of his family have some mild, everyday-life
1-2 experiences that have the double appeals of familiarity and of warm familial re-
lationships. There's a gentle humor in the simple, fluent writing style as Oliver
proudly dines on the squash he's carefully tended from seed, goes through the
stalling-at-bedtime routine, learns that mothers need time to be alone but love you
just as much when they need solitude, adjusts to the small differences between
Mother's ways and Grandmother's, and has a wintry excursion with his father.
Wallace, Barbara Brooks. Hawkins and the Soccer Solution; illus. by Gloria Kamen.
Abingdon, 1981. 80-23016. ISBN 0-687-16672-1. 126p. $7.95.
In a second sequel to Hawkins, in which Harvey won the services of an urbane and
Ad omniscient English butler, it is again the imperturbable Hawkins who comes to the
4-6 rescue; Harvey and his friends are in despair when they lose the sponsor of their
soccer team. Hawkins becomes the team's new coach, and although the team loses
the big game, they play their best, and they are also encouraged by the fact (again, the
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work of Hawkins) that their new sponsor gets a lucrative contract and they are asked
to pose for a team picture that will get national exposure. It's lightweight, and the
characters are exaggerated rather than defined, but it's all good natured, fast, and
funny.
Watanabe, Shigeo. Get Set! Go! illus. by Yasuo Ohtomo. Philomel, 1981. 80-22373. Trade ed.
ISBN 0-399-20780-5; Library ed. ISBN 0-399-61175-4. 28p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library
ed. $6.99.
Gymnastic equipment presents a series of obstacles for the engaging little bear of
R How Do I Put It On? For the small child, always mastering new skills, these books
3-5 have a quick appeal; Bear struggles; but he does manage to walk the balance beam
yrs. (although he falls) and vault the horse (well, almost) and crawl under the net (slowed
by getting tangled) and he emerges with "Over the finish line! Hurrah! Did I win?"
The drawings are clean, bright, and simple against an uncluttered background.
Another nicely gauged, funny, and appropriate book for the read-aloud audience.
Wells, Rosemary. Timothy Goes to School; written and illus. by Rosemary Wells. Dial, 1981.
80-20785. Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-8948-3; Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-8949-1. 28p.
Trade ed. $7.50; Library ed. $7.28.
Timothy and the other bouncy little animals are as engaging because of their
R wonderfully expressive faces in brisk, bright illustrations as because of their univer-
3-5 sally childlike qualities, in a brief story that is both touching and funny. Timothy's
yrs. first few days at school are marred by the obnoxious and critical Claude; each day
Timothy hopes some disaster will befall Claude, but to no avail. Then another class-
mate, Violet, complains about Grace. "I can't stand it anymore. She sings. She
dances. She counts up to a thousand and she sits next to me!" Well, what greater
bond is there than the pangs of frustrated envy? Timothy and Violet immediately
form a bond, and the story ends with "Will you come home and have cookies with me
after school?" It's clear that school is going to be a joy thenceforward.
Weltner, Linda R. Beginning to Feel the Magic. Little, 1981. 80-28057. ISBN 0-316-930520.
149p. $8.95.
Julie is in the sixth grade, the narrator of a story that concerns the magic of show
Ad biz, for she has been chosen for the title role of the class play and Alan, the boy she
4-6 likes, is to play opposite her. Unfortunately she gets chicken pox, followed by
pneumonia, and misses the play. What's worse is that her part is given to the prettiest
girl in class, who works hard at getting Alan as well. Second plot thread: Julie's
jealousy of her infant sister. Third thread, the bickering between her parents. This
variety rounds out the story but sometimes the plot threads don't mesh; the story
ends with Julie and her mother attending a guidance clinic (up-tight Daddy refuses to
go) and with a new, advanced rapport with Alan. The story is believable and is
competently written, but the several parts (there's also a grandmother, a good
character, but not really one who is necessary for furtherance of the story line) don't
quite mesh. Characterization is adequate; the dialogue is good, especially in the
classroom scenes, and there are good pupil-teacher relationships.
Wexler, Jerome. Secrets of the Venus's Fly Trap; written and with photographs by Jerome
Wexler. Dodd, 1981. 80-2775. ISBN 0-396-07941-5. 61p. $6.95.
Excellent photographs, some magnified, illustrate a direct, clear text that explains
R how the Venus's Fly Trap digests the insects it traps, how it distinguishes between
3-5 appropriate and inappropriate food, and how it reproduces. Cutaway shots show
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stages in digestion; familiar objects (a coin, a pin, a finger) placed in juxtaposition
serve to indicate comparative size. The book concludes with instructions for growing
the plant.
Willcox, Isobel. Acrobats & Ping-Pong. Dodd, 1981. 80-22176. ISBN 0-396-07917-2. 144p.
illus. with photographs. $8.95.
Willcox describes the wide range of recreational activities available to children and
Ad young people in China, the obligation of performers to go out into rural areas to
4-7 demonstrate their skills, and the many programs set up in Children's Palaces that
foster cultural and artistic training as well as entertainment or hobbies. The book is
profusely illustrated with photographs, almost all of which have the carefully posed
look of official promotion; indeed, much of the text has the same air, the aura of the
official handout. Since the writing style is rather flat, the combination is not impres-
sive. However, the book gives a great many facts about a great many kinds of
activities. A glossary does not give the usual definitions but shows the old and new
(1979) spellings of words and place names; an index is included.
Wright, Dare. Edith and the Duckling; written and illus. with photographs by Dare Wright.
Doubleday, 1981. 80-1664. Trade ed. ISBN 0-385-17100-5; Prebound ed. ISBN 0-
385-17101-3. 44p. Trade ed. $8.95; Prebound ed. $9.90.
In an oversize book, large photographs of a doll (Edith) and two toy bears (Mr.
M Bear and Little Bear) show the three in pictures in which they are posed with a real
K-2 duckling. The narrative framework follows a familiar pattern: they love their baby
duck, but when it grows old enough, it must fly south and leave Edith and Little Bear.
Most of the book consists of incidents in which Mr. Bear grumbles about the duckling
being a nuisance, while Edith and Little Bear, who consider themselves a sort of joint
mother, try to protect and teach their pet. The text is adequately written; the pictures
are stiff-save for the engaging duckling-and contrived.
Yates, Elizabeth. My Diary-My World. Westminster, 1981. 80-24889. ISBN 0-664-32675-7.
186p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Most of the entries in a book in diary form are based on the real diary kept by
R Elizabeth Yates from 1917, when she was twelve, until 1925, when she left home to
6-9 settle in New York to become a published writer; the entries here are selected, and
they are supplemented by material from notebooks. Winner of the Newbery Medal,
Yates has put her material into a smooth, readable account that is interesting not only
because of her tenacious conviction that she would become an author but also be-
cause of the evocation of the atmosphere of a well-to-do, conservative family in
which the parents only reluctantly agreed to Elizabeth's plan to have a career. They
preferred that she become a debutante, just as they had persuaded her older sister,
who had been offered a faculty position upon her graduation from Smith College.
After all, all she'd do was get married anyway.
Zerman, Melvyn Bernard. Beyond a Reasonable Doubt: Inside the American Jury System.
T. Y. Crowell, 1981. 80-2451. Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04094-6; Library ed. ISBN
0-690-04095-4. 2 17 p. illus. Trade ed. $9.95; Library ed. $9.89.
In a book that is lucid, explicit, informative, and exciting, Zerman describes the way
R the jury system began in the fourth Century B.C. (in Greece) and how it evolved into
7- its present form and function. He uses some actual cases to illustrate both the drama
of the trial courtroom and the unpredictability of juries, and he discusses every
aspect of the system that a prospective juror might find useful, from the way a jury is
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chosen to the pronouncement of sentence and the aftermath of a trial. In a final
chapter, "Twelve People of Average Ignorance," some of the weaknesses of the jury
system are considered: possible racial imbalance, possible inadequate representation
of segments of the community, the delaying effect of challenging prospective jurors,
the cost to the public of sequestering jurors, and other debatable aspects. A bibliog-
raphy is included; an index gives access to the provocative and comprehensive text.
Zheleznova, Irina. Alyonushka; Russian Folk Tales; illus. by Igor Yershov. Progress, 1981.
ISBN 0-8285-1858-0. 77p. $5.00.
This edition (as well as a Spanish edition) is one of the few Russian children's
Ad books being distributed in the United States. Oversize, the book is profusely illus-
4-6 trated by romantic paintings in dark, bright colors, ornately stylized in folk art style;
some are full-page pictures with ornamental frames, and others are broad frames or
borders for the text. The stories are highly traditional, some of them available in
other translations, and all incorporating familiar folklore devices and patterns. The
translation is adequate, marred slightly by the inclusion of rhyming phrases (always
italicized) within the text: for example, "They rode down a hillside in sleds and threw
snowballs at one another, many games they played and much noise they made, and
then ... " or "And such was the firing and shooting, so thick the smoke, that the field
of battle was hid from sight as if bright day had turned into night."
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Eight Plus One. Cormier. 67.
ELLIS. Sleep-walker's Moon. 7.
ELMORE. Susannah and the Blue House Mys-
tery. 131.
ELTING. Q Is for Duck. 69.
EMANUEL. Climbing Sun. 163.
EMERY. Stepfamily. 51.
Energy. Hyde. 196.
ENGDAHL. Doors of the Universe. 192.
ENGLISH, B. You Can't Be Timid with a Trum-
pet. 110.
ENGLISH, D. Doctor Zizmor's Guide to Clearer
Skin. 143.
Enoch's Place. Rockwood. 20.
Eric Heiden. Aaseng. 105.
ESLEY. Visit. 51.
Esther. Bible. 27.
EVANS. Gigi. 67.
Everyone Is Good for Something. De Regniers.
7.
EWING. Things Won't Be the Same. 131.
Exeter Blitz. Rees. 19.
Exploring Mime. Stolzenberg. 23.
Exploring the Deep. Aksyonov. 45.
Exploring the Deep Frontier. Earle. 191.
Eye on the World. Siegel. 41.
EYERLY. If I Loved You Wednesday. 70.
Fables. Lobel. 15.
Fabulous Creature. Snyder. 162.
FAHS. Old Tales for a New Day. 169.
FAIRLESS. Hambone. 192.
Fairy Poems. Wallace. 24.
Fairytales of Gold. Garner. 132.
Fallen Spaceman. Harding. 111.
Families. Tax. 220.
Family. Oxenbury. 216.
Family Christmas Tree Book. De Paola. 50.
Fanny's Sister. Lively. 15.
Far from Home. Sebestyen. 21.
FARBER. How the Hibernators Came to Beth-
lehem. 51.
FARMER. Soumchi. 159.
Farming the Waters. Limburg. 198.
FASSI. Figure Skating with Carlo Fassi. 131.
Fat Jack. Cohen. 89.
Fathom Five. Westall. 43.
Feast or Famine? Branley. 107.
FEENEY. A Is for Aloha. 92.
FERGUSON. Scarecrow Book. 133.
Figure Skating with Carlo Fassi. Fassi. 131.
File on Fraulein Berg. Lingard. 97.
Finder. Chambers. 167.
Finders Weepers. Chaikin. 108.
Finding Home. Kherdian. 173.
Fiona's Flea. Keller. 196.
Fire Station Book. Linzer. 175.
First Grade Takes a Test. Cohen. 109.
First Look at Whales. Selsam. 21.
First Poetry Book. Foster. 7.
First Travel Guide to the Moon. Blumberg. 126.
FISHER, LEONARD. Russian Farewell. 169.
--. Sports. 110.
- . Storm at the Jetty. 211.
FISHER, LOIS. Sarah Dunes, Weird Person.
192.
FISHER, P. Hawks of Fellheath. 51.
FISHER, T. Hammocks, Hassocks and Hide-
aways. 132.
Fisherman and His Wife. Grimm. 10.
Five Nests. Arnold. 46.
Flames Going Out. Platt. 159.
FLEISCHMAN. Bloodhound Gang in the Case
of Princess Tomorrow. 150.
Flight of the Sparrow. Cunningham. 68.
Flora Tristan. Schneider. 119.
FODOR. Angry Waters. 52.
Foggy Rescue. Joerns. 56.
Follow the River. Dabcovich. 149.
Follow the Star. Powers. 179.
FOLSOM. Q Is for Duck. 69.
Footsteps. Garfield. 8.
FORRESTER. Minerva's Stepchild. 169.
FOSTER. First Poetry Book. 7.
Fours Crossing. Garden. 170.
FOX. Place Apart. 52.
FRANKLAND. Old MacDonald Had a Farm.
150.
FREEDMAN. Immigrant Kids. 70.
- . They Lived with the Dinosaurs. 110.
Freight Train Book. Pierce. 61.
FRENCH. I Don't Belong Here. 7.
Friend Dog. Adoff. 145.
Friend of China. Milton. 199.
Friends. Degens. 210.
Friends of Charlie Ant Bear. Hall. 94.
Friends Till the End. Strasser. 182.
Friendship and Other Poems. De Angeli. 149.
Friendstone. Derman. 150.
FRITZ. Man Who Loved Books. 132.
. Where Do You Think You're Going,
Christopher Columbus? 110.
Frontier Wolf. Sutcliff. 220.
Frost in the Night. Baer. 86.
FULLER. Pilgrim. 108.
FUNAZAKI. Baby Owl. 151.
Funnybones. Ahlberg. 205.
Future Family. Abels. 185.
GAEDDERT. New England Love Story. 31.
Galactic Warlord. Hill. 54.
GALDONE. Little Girl and the Big Bear. 92.
GALLANT. Memory. 70.
---. National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our
Universe. 170.
Ganesh. Bosse. 207.
GARDEN. Fours Crossing. 170.
GARDINER. Stone Fox. 52.
GARDNER. This Is the Way It Works. 8.
GARFIELD. Footsteps. 8.
Garlanda. Pollock. 160.
GARNER. Fairytales of Gold. 132.
GATES. Morgan for Melinda. 8.
Gathering. Hamilton. 134.
GAUCH. Kate Alone. 52.
GAULT. Super Bowl Bound. 92.
GEMMING. Lost City in the Clouds. 9.
GERBER. Please Don't Kiss Me Now. 170.
GERSON. How I Put My Mother through Col-
lege. 171.
. Son for a Day. 9.
Get Set! Go! Watanabe. 222.
Get-Well Hotel. Burstein. 188.
Getting Along with Your Teachers. Naylor. 177.
Getting Better. Klein. 173.
Ghost of Hellsfire Street. Platt. 62.
GIBLIN. Scarecrow Book. 133.
GIBSON. New Look at Treasures of Archaeol-
ogy. 151.
GIDDINGS. Exploring the Deep Frontier. 191.
GIFF. Left-Handed Shortstop. 70.
-- . Today Was a Terrible Day. 9.
Gift Giver. Hansen. 94.
Gift of the Sacred Dog. Goble. 133.
Gigi. Coerr. 67.
Gila Monsters Meet You at the Airport. Sharmat.
79.
GILBERT. Trouble at Home. 171.
GILSON. Can't Catch Me, I'm the Gingerbread
Man. 171.
.Do Bananas Chew Gum? 133.
Gimme an H, Gimme an E, Gimme an L, Gimme
a P. Bonham. 87.
GIOVANNI. Vacation Time. 31.
GIRION. Like Everybody Else. 133.
Girl with the Silver Eyes. Roberts. 39.
Give Us a Great Big Smile, Rosy Cole.
Greenwald. 193.
Glaciers. Nixon. 17.
GLEASNER. Breakthrough: Women in Writing.
31.
Go! Fight! Win! Phillips. 178.
Go Tell It to Mrs. Golightly. Cookson, 29.
GOBLE. Gift of the Sacred Dog. 133.
Gods, Stars, and Computers. Weiss. 83.
GOFFSTEIN. Laughing Latkes. 92.
Golda Meir Story. Davidson. 190.
Golden Girls. Laklan. 57.
Golden Serpent. Myers. 157.
GOLDREICH. What Can She Be? A Scientist.
211.
Good Dog Poems. Cole. 167.
Good Guy Cake. Dillon. 91.
Good-Hearted Youngest Brother. Severo. 218.
Good, the Bad, and the Rest of Us. Slaaten. 139.
GOODALL. John S. Goodall's Theatre: The
Sleeping Beauty. 92.
---. Paddy's New Hat. 71.
GOODBODY. Get-Well Hotel. 188.
Good-bye to Earth. Kelley. 135.
Gorky Rises. Steig. 121.
GOULD. Otherborn. 53.
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Gowie Corby Plays Chicken. Kemp. 56.
GRABER. Black Cow Summer. 93.
GRAHAM. Careers in Conservation. 9.
GRAHAME. Wind in the Willows. 111.
Grandmama's Joy. Greenfield. 32.
Grandmother for the Orphelines. Carlson. 49.
GRANT. Joshua Fortune. 93.
Grasshopper and the Wise Owl. Slater. 161.
Great Burgerland Disaster. Levine. 174.
Great Desert Race. Baker. 25.
Great Valentine's Day Balloon Race. Adams.
125.
Green Darner. McClung. 36.
Green Is for Galanx. Stone. 42.
Green Man. Haley. 32.
GREENBERG. Iceberg and Its Shadow. 151.
GREENE. Dotty's Suitcase. 93.
GREENFIELD. Darlene. 134.
--. Daydreamers. 193.
- . Grandmama's Joy. 32.
GREENWALD. Give Us a Great Big Smile,
Rosy Cole. 193.
--. It All Began with Jane Eyre. 10.
GRIFFITH. Mine Will, Said John. 111.
GRIMM. Bremen-Town Musicians. 71.
. Cinderella. 212.
. Fisherman and His Wife. 10.
- . Hansel and Gretel. 111.
- . Twelve Dancing Princesses. 94.
Growing Up in France. Holbrook. 33.
Growing Up Masai. Shachtman. 180.
GUEST. Handsome Man. 134.
Gunner's Run. Orr. 116.
GUSTAFSON. Monster Rolling Skull. 10.
GUY. Mirror of Her Own. 171.
Guy and the Flowering Plum Tree. Stemp. 219.
GWYNNE. Sixteen Hand Horses. 32.
HAAS. Poppy and the Outdoor Cat. 193.
HAGUE. East of the Sun and West of the Moon.
71.
HALACY. Census. 53.
Halcyon Island. Knowles. 213.
HALEY. Green Man. 32.
HALL, K. Magic in the Movies. 158.
HALL, L. Leaving. 151.
HALL, M. Friends of Charlie Ant Bear. 94.
Halloween. Kessel. 35.
Hambone. Fairless. 192.
HAMILTON, M. Big Sisters Are Bad Witches.
212.
HAMILTON, V. Gathering. 134.
.Jahdu. 53.
Hammocks, Hassocks and Hideaways. Fisher.
132.
Handsome Man. Guest. 134.
HANFF. Underfoot in Show Business. 33.
HANLON. Wing and the Flame. 53.
Hannah Is a Palindrome. Skolsky. 64.
Hannukkah. Drucker. 91.
Hansel and Gretel. Grimm. 111.
HANSEN. Gift-Giver. 94.
HANSON. Winter of the Owl. 193.
Happy Easter, Dear Dragon. Hillert. 12.
HARDING. Fallen Spaceman. 111.
HARE. Mystery at Mouse House. 94.
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HARLOW. Shadow Bear. 172.
Harper's Mother. Simons. 161.
Harriet Reads Signs and More Signs. Maestro.
199.
HASKINS. I'm Gonna Make You Love Me. 33.
HASSLER. Jemmy. 33.
Haunted. St. George. 138.
Hawkins and the Soccer Solution. Wallace. 221.
Hawks of Fellheath. Fisher. 51.
HAYES. Me and My Mona Lisa Smile. 212.
HAYMAN. Up, Up, and Away! 71.
HAYNES. Squarehead and Me. 11.
HAYWARD. Sesame Street Dictionary. 135.
HAYWOOD. King's Monster. 11.
Heavenly Zoo. Lurie. 36.
Heavy Equipment. Adkins. 185.
HECK. Cave-in at Mason's Mine. 194.
HELLER, L. Alexis and the Golden Ring. 54.
HELLER, W. Clementine and the Cage. 54.
Helping Day. Herold. 72.
Henry's Awful Mistake. Quackenbush. 201.
Hepzibah. Dickinson. 130.
Herb Growing Book. Verey. 163.
HERMAN. My Mother Didn't Kiss Me Good-
night. 95.
- . On the Way to the Movies. 11.
HEROLD. Helping Day. 72.
HERZIG. Oh, Boy! Babies! 112.
High Riders. Hodges. 12.
HILL. Deathwing over Veynaa. 194.
.Galactic Warlord. 54.
HILLERT. Happy Easter, Dear Dragon. 12.
HILLMAN. Merry-Mouse Christmas ABC. 55.
History of Helpless Harry. Avi. 46.
HOBAN, L. Mr. Pig and Family. 95.
HOBAN, R. La Corona and the Tin Frog. 194.
HOBAN, T. Take Another Look. 194.
Hoby and Stub. Dunne. 191.
HODGES. High Riders. 12.
-- . Little Humpbacked Horse. 172.
HOFF. Merry Christmas, Henrietta! 55.
-- . Scarface Al and His Uncle Sam. 95.
- Soft Skull Sam. 195.
HOGAN. Hospital Scares Me. 95.
HOKE. Sinister, Strange, and Supernatural. 195.
HOLBROOK. Growing Up in France. 33.
Hollywood Stuntpeople. Ireland. 152.
HOLME. Creatures of Paradise. 96.
HOLZ. Christmas Spider. 72.
Home for a Stranger. Weiss. 43.
Homecoming. Voight. 183.
Homeward the Arrow's Flight. Brown. 48.
Honest Andrew. Skurzynski. 22.
Honeybee and the Robber. Carle. 166.
HOOVER. This Time of Darkness. 152.
HOPE. Bobbsey Twins: The Blue Poodle Mys-
tery. 33.
HOPKINS. Moments. 112.
HORMANN. Onions, Onions. 212.
HORN. Benziger Bible Stories. 147.
Horse and a Hound, A Goat and a Gander. Pro-
vensen. 100.
Horseman's Word. McHargue. 214.
HORWITZ. On the Land. 55.
Hospital Book. Howe. 195.
Hospital Scares Me. Hogan. 95.
HOUGHTON. Steps out of Time. 12.
How Brown Mouse Kept Christmas. Watson. 82.
How I Found Myself at the Fair. Mauser. 75.
How I Put My Mother through College. Gerson.
171.
How the Hibernators Came to Bethlehem.
Farber. 51.
How to Keep Warm in Winter. Ross. 78.
How to Write a Term Paper. James. 34.
HOWE, D. Teddy Bear's Scrapbook. 13.
HOWE, J. Hospital Book. 195.
Howl Like the Wolves. Von der Griin. 22.
Hugh Pine. Van de Wettering. 102.
HUGHES, M. Beyond the Dark River. 195.
HUGHES, S. Over the Moon. 152.
HUNT, J. First Look at Whales. 21.
HUNT, P. Koalas. 72.
Hunter Comes Home. Turner. 101.
HURWITZ. Aldo Ice Cream. 152.
- . Superduper Teddy. 72.
HUTCHINS. Tale of Thomas Mead. 135.
HYDE. Cry Softly! 112.
- . Energy. 196.
I Can-Can You? Parish. 60.
I Don't Belong Here. French. 7.
Ice Skating. Bass. 187.
Iceberg and Its Shadow. Greenberg. 151.
Ida Early Comes over the Mountain. Burch. 66.
Idalia's Project ABC. Rosario. 202.
If I Loved You Wednesday. Eyerly. 70.
If You Listen. Zolotow. 124.
If You Were Really Superstitious. Sarnoff. 63.
I'll Get By. Byrd. 166.
I'm Gonna Make You Love Me. Haskins. 33.
I'm Not Moving. Jones. 56.
I'm Still Me. Lifton. 155.
Immigrant Kids. Freedman. 70.
In My Sister's Eyes. Posner. 138.
Incidents in the Life of Joseph Grimaldi. Neville.
215.
Invasion of the Brain Sharpeners. Curtis. 190.
IRELAND. Hollywood Stuntpeople. 152.
ISADORA. Jesse & Abe. 196.
. "No, Agatha!" 55.
Ishi. Meyer. 75.
Island Keeper. Mazer. 176.
It All Began with Jane Eyre. Greenwald. 10.
It Started with Old Man Bean. Kherdian. 13.
Italian Folktales. Calvino. 127.
It's Just Too Much. Okimoto. 99.
It's Only Rock and Roll. Pollock. 19.
It's Snowing- Cosgrove. 90.
Jacob Have I Loved. Paterson. 60.
JACOBS. King of the Cats. 13.
JAGENDORF. Magic Boat. 113.
Jahdu. Hamilton. 53.
JAMES. Complete Babysitter's Handbook. 145.
-- . How to Write a Term Paper. 34.
JAMESON. Secret of the Royal Mounds. 96.
JASPERSOHN. Day in the Life of a Television
News Reporter. 213.
Jelly Belly. Smith. 181.
Jemmy. Hassler. 33.
JESCHKE. Perfect the Pig. 196.
- . Tamar and the Tiger. 34.
Jesse & Abe. Isadora. 196.
Jesse Jackson. Westman. 184.
JEWELL. Time for Uncle Joe. 172.
Joan of Arc. Boutet De Monvel. 107.
JOERNS. Foggy Rescue. 56.
John Marshall. Stites. 181.
John S. Goodall's Theatre: The Sleeping Beauty.
Goodall. 92.
JOHNSON. Value of Adventure: The Story of
Sacagawea. 213.
JOHNSTON. Myself and I. 153.
JONES. I'm Not Moving. 56.
Joshua Fortune. Grant. 93.
Journey Behind the Wind. Wrightson. 164.
Journey of the Shadow Bairns. Anderson. 105.
Jumping for Joy. Ryan. 40.
Junk Food, Fast Food, Health Food. Perl. 117.
JUPO. Thanksgiving Book. 34.
Just an Overnight Guest. Tate. 42.
Just Look . . . A Book about Paintings. Cum-
ming. 90.
Karin's Christmas Walk. Pearson. 78.
KASTNER. Superdan and the Dinosaurs. 96.
Kate Alone. Gauch. 52.
Katie McCrary and the Wiggins Crusade. Phil-
lips. 178.
KATZ. This Song Remembers. 153.
KEATS. Louie's Search. 73.
KEEPING. Willie's Fire Engine. 153.
Keeping Room. Levin. 155.
KELLER. Fiona's Flea. 196.
KELLEY. Good-bye to Earth. 135.
KELLOGG. Mystery of the Flying Orange
Pumpkin. 35.
KEMP. Dog Days and Cat Naps. 197.
- . Gowie Corby Plays Chicken. 56.
KENNY. Sometimes My Mom Drinks Too
Much. 96.
Kenny and the Highland Ghost. MacKellar. 37.
KENT. Knee-High Nina. 172.
Kenton Year. Wallace-Brodeur. 123.
KERR. Little Little. 153.
KESSEL. Halloween. 35.
KESSLER, E. Night Story. 173.
KESSLER, L. Super Bowl. 97.
KHERDIAN. Finding Home. 173.
.It Started with Old Man Bean. 13.
Kids' Books of Lists. McLoone-Basta. 156.
Kids' Diet Cookbook. Paul. 77.
Killer Swan. Clifford. 129.
Killing Time. Windsor. 103.
King of the Cats. Carlson. 28.
King of the Cats. Jacobs. 13.
King's Monster. Haywood. 11.
Kissimmee Kid. Cleaver. 147.
Kitty in the Summer. Delton. 90.
KLEIN, A. Parasites We Humans Harbor. 173.
KLEIN, K. Getting Better. 173.
KLEIN, N. Breaking Up. 56.
Knee-High Nina. Kent. 172.
Knight and the Dragon. DePaola. 30.
KNOWLES. Halcyon Island. 213.
KNUDSON. Rinehart Lifts. 35.
Koalas. Hunt. 72.
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KORSCHUNOW. Who Killed Christopher? 73.
KRASILOVSKY. Man Who Entered a Contest.
154.
KRAUS. Mert the Blurt. 174.
Ku Klux Klan. Cook. 148.
KUSKIN. Dogs & Dragons, Trees & Dreams.
174.
. Night Again. 174.
KWITZ. Little Chick's Big Day. 197.
La Corona and the Tin Frog. Hoban. 194.
Lady of Guadalupe. De Paola. 6.
LAKLAN. Golden Girls. 57.
LAMBERT. All Colour Book of Science Facts.
197.
Lanky Jones. Cookson. 148.
Last of Eden. Tolan. 23.
Last Was Lloyd. Smith. 219.
LAUBER. Seeds. 154.
Laughing Latkes. Goffstein. 92.
Laughter in the Background. Dorman. 131.
LAURE. South Africa. 73.
LAURENCE. Christmas Birthday Story. 35.
LAVINE. Wonders of Mice. 154.
LAWSON. Lucky Yak. 135.
LEACH. Meeting Miss Hannah. 13.
Leaving. Hall. 151.
LEE, MARY. Team that Runs Your Hospital.
197.
LEE, MILDRED. People Therein. 97.
LEECH. Branded Runaway. 64.
LEEN. Rare and Unusual Animals. 198.
Leese Webster. LeGuin. 14.
Left-Handed Shortstop. Giff. 70.
Legend of Old Befana. De Paola. 30.
LEGUIN. Beginning Place. 14.
. Leese Webster. 14.
L'ENGLE. Anti-Muffins. 154.
. Ring of Endless Light. 14.
Leo and Emily. Brandenberg. 126.
Leonardo and His World. Sachs. 203.
LERNER. Seasons of the Tallgrass Prairie. 57.
Lester's Turn. Slepian. 218.
LETORD. Picking and Weaving. 15.
LEVIN. Keeping Room. 155.
LEVINE. Great Burgerland Disaster. 174.
LEVOY. Shadow Like a Leopard. 175.
LEVY. Case of the Frightened Rock Star. 97.
- . Come Out Smiling. 175.
- . Running Out of Time. 198.
- Something Queer on Vacation. 36.
Liberation of Tansy Warner. Tolan. 23.
Life (and Death) of Sarah Elizabeth Harwood.
Steele. 101.
LIFTON. I'm Still Me. 155.
Light. Crews. 168.
Light Beyond the Forest. Sutcliff. 23.
Like Everybody Else. Girion. 133.
LIMBURG. Farming the Waters. 198.
LINDBLOM. Mouses' Terrible Halloween. 57.
LINDSTROM. Sojourner Truth. 36.
LINGARD. File on Fraulein Berg. 97.
Link of Three. Davidson. 191.
Linus Pauling. White. 163.
LINZER. Fire Station Book. 175.
Lion to Guard Us. Bulla. 187.
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LIPP. Some Lose Their Way. 155.
LIPSYTE. Summer Rules. 156.
Little Chick's Big Day. Kwitz. 197.
Little Girl and the Big Bear. Galdone. 92.
Little Humpbacked Horse. Hodges. 172.
Little Little. Kerr. 153.
LIVELY. Fanny's Sister. 15.
Lives at Stake. Pringle. 138.
LIVINGSTON. Poems of Christmas. 15.
LLIMONA. Seasons with Strawberry Shortcake.
156.
LOBEL. Fables. 15.
--. On Market Street. 199.
London Snow. Theroux. 81.
Long Way from Home. Wartski. 183.
Look-Alike Girl. York. 184.
Lost City in the Clouds. Gemming. 9.
Louie's Search. Keats. 73.
Love Bombers. Miklowitz. 76.
Love Genie. Webster. 163.
LOW. Mice Twice. 199.
LOWRY. Autumn Street. 57.
Lucky Yak. Lawson. 135.
Luisa's American Dream. Mills. 215.
Luke and Angela. Nostlinger. 177.
Lupita Mafiana. Beatty. 146.
LURIE. Heavenly Zoo. 36.
LYTTLE. People of the Dawn. 73.
MACAULAY. Unbuilding. 74.
MACCLINTOCK. Natural History of Raccoons.
214.
MACCLOUD. Tera Beyond. 175.
MCCLUNG. Amazing Egg. 176.
.Green Darner. 36.
MCCORD. Speak Up. 113.
MACCRACKEN. City Kid. 156.
MCCRADY. Mildred and the Mummy. 37.
MCDERMOTT. Sun Flight. 74.
MACGREGOR. Miss Pickerell Tackles the En-
ergy Crisis. 37.
MCHARGUE. Horseman's Word. 214.
MACKELLAR. Kenny and the Highland Ghost.
37.
MACLACHLAN. Arthur, for the Very First
Time. 15.
MCLENIGHAN. What You See Is What You
Get. 16.
MACLEOD. We Dare Not Go A-Hunting. 16.
MCLOONE-BASTA. Kids' Books of Lists. 156.
MCNAUGHTON. Soccer Crazy. 157.
Mad Scientists. Schiff. 180.
MADISON. Polish Greats. 98.
MADLER. Why Did Grandma Die? 136.
MAESTRO. Harriet Reads Signs and More
Signs. 199.
Maggie Adams, Dancer. Dean. 30.
Maggot. Walker. 123.
Magic Boat. Jagendorf. 113.
Magic in the Movies. O'Connor. 158.
Magic Moscow. Pinkwater. 117.
Magician. Van der Essen. 121.
MAIORANO. Worlds Apart. 58.
Make Me a Hero. Brooks. 2.
Making It. Corcoran. 109.
Malachi's Cove. Trollope. 121.
MALI. Oh, Boy! Babies! 112.
MALLOY. Bad Thad. 113.
Man Who Entered a Contest. Krasilovsky. 154.
Man Who Loved Books. Fritz. 132.
MANES. Slim Down Camp. 214.
MANUSHKIN. Perfect Christmas Picture. 16.
MARCUS. But This Night Is Different. 214.
MARGER. Justice at Peachtree. 113.
MARI. Eat and Be Eaten. 74.
MARSHALL, E. Space Case. 136.
. Three by the Sea. 199.
MARSHALL, K. Story of Life. 114.
MARZOLLO. Amy Goes Fishing. 136.
- . Uproar on Hollercat Hill. 114.
Masquerade. Williams. 103.
Matilda Hippo Has a Big Mouth. Panek. 137.
MAUSER. How I Found Myself at the Fair. 75.
Maybe You Should Fly a Jet. Seuss. 119.
MAYER. East of the Sun & West of the Moon.
75.
MAYNE. Mouse and the Egg. 157.
.Salt River Times. 114.
MAZER, H. Island Keeper. 176.
MAZER, N. Mrs. Fish, Ape, and Me, the Dump
Queen. 58.
Me and My Mona Lisa Smile. Hayes. 212.
Me and the Weirdos. Sutton. 220.
Meeting Miss Hannah. Leach. 13.
MELTZER. All Times, All Peoples. 75.
.Chinese Americans. 98.
Memory. Gallant. 70.
Merry Christmas, Henrietta! Hoff. 55.
Merry-Mouse Christmas ABC. Hillman. 55.
Mert the Blurt. Kraus. 174.
METOS. Robots A2Z. 176.
MEYER, C. Rock Band. 137.
MEYER, K. Ishi. 75.
MEYERS. Pearson: A Harbor Seal Pup. 176.
Mice. Silverstein. 120.
Mice on Ice. Yolen. 84.
Mice Twice. Low. 199.
Michael and the Dentist. Wolf. 124.
MICHEL. Story of Nim. 37.
MIKLOWITZ. Love Bombers. 76.
Mildred and the Mummy. McClung. 37.
MILES, B. Secret Life of the Underwear Champ.
215.
MILES, M. This Little Pig. 17.
MILLS. Luisa's American Dream. 215.
Mills Down Below. Allan. 205.
MILTON, H. Brats and Mr. Jack. 137.
MILTON, J. Controversy. 38.
.Friend of China. 199.
Mind-Call. Belden. 146.
Mine Will, Said John. Griffith. 111.
Minerva's Stepchild. Forrester. 169.
MINSHULL. Steps to My Best Friend's House.
58.
Mirror of Her Own. Guy. 171.
Miss Pickerell Tackles the Energy Crisis. Mac-
Gregor. 37.
Mister Magnolia. Blake. 27.
Mr. Tod's Trap. Carrick. 3.
MITCHELL, B. Cornstalks and Cannonballs. 59.
MITCHELL, J. See Me More Clearly. 76.
MOE. Runaway Pancake. 145.
Molly and the Slow Teeth. Ross. 118.
Moments. Hopkins. 112.
Monster Rolling Skull. Gustafson. 10.
Moon-Eyes. Chapman. 28.
MOORAT. Thirty Old-Time Nursery Songs. 115.
MOORE. Night Before Christmas. 17.
More Night. Rukeyser. 217.
More Tales of Oliver Pig. Van Leeuwen. 221.
MORGAN, All Kinds of Prickles. 98.
Morgan for Melinda. Gates. 8.
MORGENROTH. Demons at My Door. 76.
Morning Glory Afternoon. Brown. 208.
MORRIS. Goodnight, Dear Monster! 77.
. Lucky Puppy! Lucky Boy! 77.
MORRISON. Chief Sarah. 115.
MOST. There's an Ape behind the Drape. 200.
Most Amazing Hide-and-Seek Counting Book.
Crowther. 190.
Mouse and the Egg. Mayne. 157.
Mouse Called Junction. Cunningham. 6.
Mouses' Terrible Halloween. Lindblom. 57.
Moving Heavy Things. Adkins. 45.
Mrs. Fish, Ape, and Me, the Dump Queen.
Mazer. 58.
Mrs. Flannagan's Trumpet. Cookson. 5.
Mrs. Simkin's Bed. Allen. 85.
MURPHY, J. My Garden. 59.
. Peace at Last. 157.
MURPHY, L. Worst Witch. 38.
Muskrat War. Callen. 127.
My Barber. Rockwell. 179.
My Brother, the Thief. Shyer. 80.
My Diary-My World. Yates. 223.
My Friend Jacob. Clifton. 4.
My Friend the Monster. Bulla. 107.
My Garden. Murphy. 59.
My Kitchen. Rockwell. 19.
My Minnie Is a Jewel. Springstubb. 140.
My Mother Didn't Kiss Me Goodnight. Herman.
95.
My Own Private Sky. Beckman. 47.
MYERS, B. Not at Home? 137.
MYERS, W. Golden Serpent. 157.
Myself and I. Johnston. 153.
Mysteries of Homer's Greece. Edmonds. 192.
Mystery at Mouse House. Hare. 94.
Mystery of the Flying Orange Pumpkin. Kellogg.
35.
NAMIOKA. Village of the Vampire Cat. 200.
National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our Uni-
verse. Gallant. 170.
National Geographic Picture Atlas of Our World.
National Geographic Society. 17.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. Na-
tional Geographic Picture Atlas of Our
World. 17.
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY. Wil-
derness Challenge. 200.
Natural History of Raccoons. MacClintock. 214.
NAVARRA. Earthquake. 59.
NAYLOR. Getting Along with Your Teachers.
177.
. Shadows on the Wall. 115.
NEIMARK. Damien, the Leper Priest. 38.
NESBIT. Last of the Dragons. 115.
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NEVILLE. Incidents in the Life of Joseph
Grimaldi. 215.
New Boy Is Blind. Thomas. 82.
New Earth Book. Berger. 166.
New England Love Story. Gaeddert. 31.
New Look at Treasures of Archaeology. Gibson.
151.
New Moon. Zim. 44.
NICHOLS. Big Paul's School Bus. 177.
Nicky and the Joyous Noise. Ames. 25.
Night. Van der Essen. 121.
Night Again. Kuskin. 174.
Night Animals. Selsam. 100.
Night Before Christmas. Moore. 17.
Night Raider. Edmonds. 150.
Night Story. Kessler. 173.
Nine Crying Dolls. Pellowski. 116.
NISTER. Animal Tales. 60.
NIXON, H. Glaciers. 17.
NIXON, J. Casey and the Great Idea. 116.
-- . Thanksgiving Mystery. 39.
"No, Agatha!" Isadora. 55.
No More Baths. Cole. 5.
NOBLE, J. Where Do I Fit In? 177.
NOBLE, T. Day Jimmy's Boa Ate the Wash.
158.
NOSTLINGER. Luke and Angela. 177.
Not at Home? Myers. 137.
Nothing's Fair in Fifth Grade. DeClements. 210.
Now One Foot, Now the Other. De Paola. 168.
OAKLEY. Church Mice at Christmas. 158.
O'CONNOR. Magic in the Movies. 158.
OGILVIE. Picture Atlas of the World. 17.
Oh, Boy! Babies! Herzig. 112.
Oh, What an Awful Mess! Quackenbush. 117.
OKIMOTO. It's Just Too Much. 99.
Old MacDonald Had a Farm. Frankland. 150.
Old Man of Lochnagar. Charles. 147.
Old Tales for a New Day. Fahs. 169.
OLSON. Secret of Spirit Mountain. 99.
On Market Street. Lobel. 199.
On Site. Younker. 84.
On the Land. Horwitz. 55.
On the Range. Pfrommer. 201.
On the Ropes. Salassi. 179.
On the Way to the Movies. Herman. 11.
One More Thing, Dad. Thompson. 141.
One Step, Two . . . Zolotow. 184.
One, Two, Three-Ah-choo! Allen. 85.
Onions, Onions. Hormann. 212.
Only Love. Sallis. 40.
Oom-pah. Crane. 190.
ORR. Gunner's Run. 116.
Otherborn. Gould. 53.
Our Urban Planet. Switzer. 141.
Outside Over There. Sendak. 203.
Over the Moon. Hughes. 152.
Owl and Other Scrambles. Weil. 123.
OXENBURY. Dressing. 216.
---. Family. 216.
OXFORD SCIENTIFIC FILMS. Dragonflies.
60.
OZ. Soumchi. 159.
Paddington Takes the Test. Bond. 87.
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Paddy's New Hat. Goodall. 71.
PANEK. Matilda Hippo Has a Big Mouth. 137.
Paper Caper. Cooney. 209.
Paralegal. Deming. 50.
Parasites We Humans Harbor. Klein. 173.
PARISH. I Can-Can You? 60.
PARK. When the Wind Changed. 178.
Part-Time Boy. Billington. 47.
Passover. Drucker. 211.
PATENT. Bears of the World. 18.
PATERSON. Jacob Have I Loved. 60.
PATTERSON. Docker. 77.
PAUL, A. Kids' Diet Cookbook. 77.
PAUL, P. You Can Hear a Magpie Smile. 201.
PAULSEN. Spitball Gang. 138.
Peace at Last. Murphy. 157.
Pearl in the Egg. Van Woerkom. 122.
PEARSON. Karin's Christmas Walk. 78.
Pearson: A Harbor Seal Pup. Meyers. 176.
PELGROM. Winter When Time Was Frozen. 61.
PELLOWSKI. Nine Crying Dolls. 116.
PENDER. Useless Donkeys. 117.
Penguin Year. Bonners. 207.
People. Spier. 80.
People of the Dawn. Lyttle. 73.
People Therein. Lee. 97.
Peppermints in the Parlor. Wallace. 142.
Perfect Christmas Picture. Manushkin. 16.
Perfect the Pig. Jeschke. 196.
PERL. Eating the Vegetarian Way. 99.
--. Junk Food, Fast Food, Health Food. 117.
PERRIN. Coming to America. 99.
Person From Britain Whose Head Was the Shape
of a Kitten. Bodecker. 48.
Person in the Potting Shed. Corcoran. 90.
PESEK. Trap for Perseus. 18.
Pete Rose. Aaseng. 205.
Peter Pan. Barrie. 125.
PETERS. Trick or Treat Halloween. 39.
Petrouchka. Stravinsky. 141.
PEVSNER. Cute Is a Four-Letter Word. 18.
PFEFFER. About David. 61.
. What Do You Do When Your Mouth
Won't Open? 159.
PFROMMER. On the Range. 201.
PHILLIPS, B. Go! Fight! Win! 178.
PHILLIPS, K. Katie McCrary and the Wiggins
Crusade. 178.
Picking and Weaving. LeTord. 15.
Picking Up the Pieces. Bates. 187.
Picture Atlas of the World. Ogilvie. 17.
PIERCE. Freight Train Book. 61.
Pigman's Legacy. Zindel. 44.
Pilgrim. Bunyan. 108.
PINKWATER. Magic Moscow. 117.
Pip Stories. Steinmetz. 41.
Place Apart. Fox. 52.
PLATT. Flames Going Out. 159.
SGhost of Hellsfire Street. 62.
Play & Sing-It's Christmas. Varnum. 82.
Please Don't Kiss Me Now. Gerber. 170.
Poems of Christmas. Livingston. 15.
Polish Greats. Madison. 98.
POLLOCK, B. It's Only Rock and Roll. 19.
POLLOCK, P. Garlanda. 160.
POMERANTZ. Tamarindo Puppy. 62.
Poppy and the Outdoor Cat. Haas. 193.
Positively No Pets Allowed. Zimelman. 143.
POSNER. In My Sister's Eyes. 138.
Potted Plant Book. Tarsky. 162.
POTTER. Blatherskite. 62.
POWELL. Rise of Islam. 62.
Power of Light. Singer. 139.
POWERS. Follow the Star. 179.
PRELUTSKY. Rainy Rainy Saturday. 78.
--. Rolling Harvey Down the Hill. 19.
Prince of the Dolomites. De Paola. 6.
Princess and the Pumpkin. Duff. 69.
PRINGLE. Lives at Stake. 138.
Professor Noah's Spaceship. Wildsmith. 123.
PROVENSEN. Horse and a Hound, A Goat and
a Gander. 100.
Q Is for Duck. Elting. 69.
QUACKENBUSH. Henry's Awful Mistake. 201.
. Oh, What an Awful Mess! 117.
Queen for a Day. Cohen. 167.
Queen of Swords. Crompton. 49.
Racers. Simon. 101.
Racing in Her Blood. Altman. 1.
RAE. Third Twin. 201.
Rain Cloud. Rayner. 179.
Rain from the West. Ray. 78.
Rainbow Jordan. Childress. 188.
Rainy Rainy Saturday, Prelutsky. 78.
Rainy Sunday. Schick. 217.
Ramona Quimby, Age 8. Cleary. 209.
Rare and Unusual Animals, Leen. 198.
RAY. Rain from the West. 78.
RAYNER. Rain Cloud. 179.
Real Tom Thumb. Cross. 130.
REES. Exeter Blitz. 19.
REGAN. Show of Hands. 162.
Remember Me When I Am Dead. York. 43.
Revolt at Ratcliffe's Rags. Cross. 68.
Revolt of 10-X. Carris. 128.
RIDDELL. Up and Down on the Farm. 216.
Ride the Red Cycle. Robinet. 63.
RINALDI. Term Paper. 39.
Rinehart Lifts. Knudson. 35.
Ring of Endless Light. L'Engle. 14.
RIORDAN. Three Magic Gifts. 179.
Rise & Fall of a Teenage Wacko. Anderson. 86.
Rise of Islam. Powell. 62.
Rising Damp. Corcoran. 5.
RISKIND. Apple Is My Sign. 202.
ROBBINS. Coming to America. 202.
ROBERTS. Girl with the Silver Eyes. 39.
ROBERTSON, MARY. see ROBINSON, M.
Robin Hood. Stevenson. 81.
ROBINET. Ride the Red Cycle. 63.
ROBINSON, M. Tarantula and the Red Chigger.
118.
ROBINSON, N. Wendy and the Bullies. 63.
ROBINSON, V. Delos. 118.
Robot Birthday. Bunting. 48.
Robots A2Z. Metos. 176.
Rock Band. Meyer. 137.
ROCKWELL, A. My Barber. 179.
ROCKWELL, H. My Kitchen. 19.
ROCKWOOD. Enoch's Place. 20.
Rolling Harvey Down the Hill. Prelutsky. 19.
Roquefort Gang. Clifford. 189.
ROSARIO. Idalia's Project ABC. 202.
ROSS, D. How to Keep Warm in Winter. 78.
ROSS, F. Tin Lizzie. 203.
ROSS. P. Molly and the Slow Teeth. 118.
-- . Your First Airplane Trip. 216.
ROTH. Caretaker. 160.
ROUNDS. Blind Outlaw. 100.
ROY. Breakfast with My Father. 79.
RUBLOWSKY. Born in Fire. 216.
RUFFINS. That's Not Fair. 160.
RUKEYSER. More Night. 217.
Run, Billy, Run. Christopher. 4.
Runaway Pancake. Asbj0rnsen. 145.
Running Out of Time. Levy. 198.
Russian Farewell. Fisher. 169.
Russian Folk Tales. Afanasyev. 125.
RYAN. Jumping for Joy. 40.
SACHS, MARIANNE. Leonardo and His
World. 203.
SACHS, MARILYN. Class Pictures. 118.
ST. GEORGE. Haunted. 138.
Salamanders. Billings. 198.
SALASSI. On the Ropes. 179.
SALLIS. Only Love. 40.
Salted Lemons. Smith. 140.
Santa Rat. Baker. 26.
Sara and the Pinch. Stevens. 80.
Sarah Dunes, Weird Person. Fisher. 192.
SARGENT. Weird Henry Berg. 20.
SARNOFF. If You Were Really Superstitious.
63.
. That's Not Fair. 160.
Saving the Big-Deal Baby. Armstrong. 65.
Saxophone Boy. Bell. 106.
Say It! Zolotow. 144.
Scarecrow Book. Giblin. 133.
Scarface Al and His Uncle Sam. Hoff. 95.
SCHAAF. Apartment House Close Up. 100.
---. Violin Close Up. 63.
SCHICK. Home Alone. 20.
. Rainy Sunday. 217.
SCHIFF. Mad Scientists. 180.
SCHLEE. Vandal. 217.
SCHLEIN. Snake Fights, Rabbit Fights, &
More. 21.
SCHNEIDER. Flora Tristan. 119.
SCHUBERT. There's a Crocodile under My
Bed. 218.
SCHULZ. Bon Voyage, Charlie Brown. 139.
Science Fiction's Greatest Monsters. Cohen.
129.
SCOTT, JACK. Window on the Wild. 119.
SCOTT, JANE. Cross Fox. 79.
Scrub Fire. De Roo. 91.
Sea World Book of Penguins. Todd. 221.
Seal Secret. Chambers. 188.
Search for Two Bad Mice. Clymer. 67.
Seasons of the Tallgrass Prairie. Lerner. 57.
Seasons with Strawberry Shortcake. Llimona.
156.
SEBESTYEN. Far From Home 21.
Secret Cross of Lorraine. Brow. 208.
Secret Life of the Underwear Champ. Miles. 215.
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Secret of Spirit Mountain. Olson. 99.
Secret of the Royal Mounds. Jameson. 96.
Secrets of the Venus's Fly Trap. Wexler. 222.
SEDGWICK. White Frame House. 64.
See Me More Clearly. Mitchell. 76.
Seeds. Lauber. 154.
SELSAM. All About Eggs. 119.
-- . Eat the Fruit, Plant the Seed. 40.
-- . First Look at Whales. 21.
- . Night Animals. 100.
SENDAK. Outside Over There. 203.
Sesame Street Dictionary. Hayward. 135.
SEUSS. Maybe You Should Fly a Jet. 119.
Seven Days to the Brand-New Me. Conford. 168.
SEVERO. Good-Hearted Youngest Brother. 218.
SHACHTMAN. Growing Up Masai. 180.
Shadow Bear. Harlow. 172.
Shadow Guests. Aiken. 85.
Shadow Like a Leopard. Levoy. 175.
Shadows on the Wall. Naylor. 115.
SHARMAT, MARJORIE. Day I Was Born. 139.
. Gila Monsters Meet You at the Airport.
79.
SHARMAT, MITCHELL. Come Home, Wilma.
160.
She Was There. Collins. 129.
SHEAFER. Women of the West. 79.
SHEBAR. Animal Dads Take Over. 218.
SHECTER. Discontented Mother. 120.
SHERMAN. Caverns. 120.
She's Not My Real Mother. Vigna. 122.
Shirlick Holmes and the Case of the Wandering
Wardrobe. Yolen. 184.
Show of Hands. Sullivan. 162.
SHURA. Chester. 40.
SHYER. My Brother, the Thief. 80.
SIEGEL, A. Kids' Books of Lists. 156.
SIEGEL, B. Eye on the World. 41.
Silent One. Cowley. 189.
Silly Animal Jokes and Riddles. Simon. 161.
SILVERSTEIN. Mice. 120.
. Story of Your Ear. 180.
SIMON, H. Racers. 101.
SIMON, S. Einstein Anderson, Science Sleuth.
120.
- . Silly Animal Jokes and Riddles. 161.
SIMONS. Harper's Mother. 161.
SINGER. Power of Light. 139.
Sinister, Strange, and Supernatural. Hoke. 195.
Sir Andrew. Winter. 143.
Sixteen Hand Horse. Gwynne. 32.
Sizzle Wheels. Douglass. 210.
SKOLSKY. Hannah Is a Palindrome. 64.
SKURZYNSKI. Honest Andrew. 22.
SLAATEN. Good, the Bad, and the Rest of Us.
139.
SLATER. Grasshopper and the Wise Owl. 161.
Slaughter by Auto. Butterworth. 127.
Sleepwalker's Moon. Ellis. 7.
SLEPIAN. Alfred Summer. 22.
--- . Lester's Turn. 218.
Slim Down Camp. Manes. 214.
Sloppy Kisses. Winthrop. 103.
SMITH, D. Last Was Lloyd. 219.
---. Salted Lemons. 140.
SMITH, G. Figure Skating with Carlo Fassi. 131.
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SMITH, R. Jelly Belly. 181.
Snake Fights, Rabbit Fights, & More. Schlein.
21.
Snowbird. Calvert. 108.
SNYDER. Fabulous Creature. 162.
Soccer Crazy. McNaughton. 157.
Soccer Duel. Dygard. 211.
Soft Skull Sam. Hoff. 195.
Sojourner Truth. Lindstrom. 36.
Solution: Escape. Cooper. 189.
Some Lose Their Way. Lipp. 155.
Something Queer on Vacation. Levy. 36.
Sometimes My Mom Drinks Too Much. Kenny.
96.
Son for a Day. Gerson. 9.
Song of the Wild. Eckert. 69.
Soumchi. Oz. 159.
South Africa. Laure. 73.
Space Case. Marshall. 136.
Spaces, Shapes, and Sizes. Srivastava. 41.
Speak Up. McCord. 113.
SPENCER. Branded Runaway. 64.
SPIER. People. 80.
Spitball Gang. Paulsen. 138.
Sports. Fisher. 110.
Sports Hero: Terry Bradshaw. Burchard. 48.
SPRINGSTUBB. My Minnie Is a Jewel. 140.
Squarehead and Me. Haynes. 11.
SRIVASTAVA. Spaces, Shapes, and Sizes. 41.
STADLER. Animal Cafe. 140.
STANEK. Who's Afraid of the Dark? 181.
Star Baby. Asch. 46.
Stars on Ice. Van Steenwyk. 204.
Steel Beams & Iron Men. Cherry. 129.
STEELE. Life (and Death) of Sarah Elizabeth
Harwood. 101.
STEIG. Gorky Rises. 121.
STEINMETZ. Pip Stories. 41.
STEMP. Guy and the Flowering Plum Tree. 219.
Stepchild. Berger. 2.
Stepfamily. Emery. 51.
Steps Out of Time. Houghton. 12.
Steps to My Best Friend's House. Minshull. 58.
STEPTOE. Daddy Is a Monster ... Sometimes.
22.
STEVENS. C. Sara and the Pinch. 80.
STEVENS, J. Animal Fair. 181.
STEVENSON, JAMES. That Terrible Hallo-
ween Night. 41.
-- . Wish Card Ran Out! 219.
STEVENSON, JOCELYN. Robin Hood. 81
STEWART. Walk in Wolf Wood. 42.
STITES. John Marshall. 181.
STOLZ. What Time of Night Is It? 219.
STOLZENBERG. Exploring Mime. 23.
STONE, J. Green Is for Galanx. 42.
STONE, N. Dune Shadow. 140.
Stone Fox. Gardiner. 52.
Storm at the Jetty. Fisher. 211.
Story of Life. Marshall. 114.
Story of Nim. Michel. 37.
Story of Your Ear. Silverstein. 180.
STRASSER. Friends Till the End. 182.
STRAVINSKY. Petrouchka. 141.
STRONG. Trouble with Animals. 220.
Stupids Die. Allard. 186.
SULLIVAN. Show of Hands. 162.
Summer Begins. Asher. 86.
Summer Rules. Lipsyte. 156.
Sun Flight. McDermott. 74.
Super Bowl Bound. Gault. 92.
Superdan and the Dinosaurs. Kastner. 96.
Superduper Teddy. Hurwitz. 72.
Superfudge. Blume. 66.
Superstar Called Sweetpea. Davidson. 50.
Superstars of Rock. Busnar. 127.
Surfer and the City Girl. Cavanna. 188.
Susannah and the Blue House Mystery. Elmore.
131.
SUTCLIFF. Frontier Wolf. 220.
. Light Beyond the Forest. 23.
SUTTON. Me and the Weirdos. 220.
SWITZER. Our Urban Planet. 141.
Take Another Look. Hoban. 194.
Tale of Meshka the Kvetch. Chapman. 88.
Tale of Thomas Mead. Hutchins. 135.
Tamar and the Tiger. Jeschke. 34.
Tamarindo Puppy. Pomerantz. 62.
Tarantula and the Red Chigger. Robinson. 118.
TARSKY. Potted Plant Book. 162.
TATE. Just an Overnight Guest. 42.
TAX. Families. 220.
TAYLOR. Danny Loves a Holiday. 162.
Team that Runs Your Hospital. Lee. 197.
Teddy Bear's Scrapbook. Howe. 13.
Teen Model Fact Book. Turner. 182.
Tera Beyond. MacCloud. 175.
Term Paper. Rinaldi. 39.
Thanksgiving Book. Jupo. 34.
Thanksgiving Mystery. Nixon. 39.
That Terrible Halloween Night. Stevenson. 41.
That's Not Fair. Sarnoff. 160.
That's One Ornery Orphan. Beatty. 2.
THAYER, J. Applebaums Have a Robot. 81.
THAYER, M. Climbing Sun. 163.
There's a Bat in Bunk Five. Danziger. 68.
There's a Crocodile under My Bed. Schubert.
218.
There's an Ape behind the Drape. Most. 200.
THEROUX. London Snow. 81.
Things to Make and Do for Christmas. Weiss. 24.
Things Won't Be the Same. Ewing. 131.
Third Twin. Rae. 201.
Thirty Old-Time Nursery Songs. Moorat. 115.
This Is the Way It Works. Gardner. 8.
This Little Pig. Miles. 17.
This Song Remembers. Katz. 153.
This Time Count Me In. Wood. 164.
This Time of Darkness. Hoover. 152.
THOMAS, D. Child's Christmas in Wales. 81.
THOMAS, I. Willie Blows a Mean Horn. 221.
THOMAS, W. New Boy Is Blind. 82.
THOMPSON. One More Thing, Dad. 141.
Three by the Sea. Marshall. 199.
Three Little Pigs. Blegvad. 147.
Three Magic Gifts. Riordan. 179.
Time for Uncle Joe. Jewell. 172.
Time to Laugh. Corrin. 130.
Timothy Goes to School. Wells. 222.
Tin Lizzie. Ross. 203.
Today Was a Terrible Day. Giff. 9.
TODD. Sea World Book of Penguins. 221.
TOLAN. Last of Eden. 23.
. Liberation of Tansy Warner. 23.
Touch of Chill. Aiken. 25.
Trap for Perseus. Pesek. 18.
TRAVERS. Two Pairs of Shoes. 101.
Trick or Treat Halloween. Peters. 39.
TROLLOPE. Malachi's Cove. 121.
Trouble at Home. Gilbert. 171.
Trouble with Animals. Strong. 220.
Truffles for Lunch. Berson. 107.
Tunnel Vision. Arrick. 1.
TURNER, A. Hunter Comes Home. 101.
TURNER, G. Teen Model Fact Book. 182.
Twelve Dancing Princesses. Grimm. 94.
Twelve Tales from Aesop. Aesop. 125.
Twenty-Six Starlings Will Fly through Your
Mind. Wersba. 83.
Twits. Dahl. 149.
Two Blocks Down. Delton. 191.
Two Pairs of Shoes. Travers. 101.
Unbuilding. Macaulay. 74.
Underfoot in Show Business. Hanff. 33.
Unicorn in the Rain. Cohen. 29.
Unique World of Mitsumasa Anno. Anno. 86.
Up and Down on the Farm. Riddell. 216.
Up, Up, and Away! Hayman. 71.
Uproar on Hollercat Hill. Marzollo. 114.
Useless Donkeys. Pender. 117.
Vacation Time. Giovanni. 31.
Valentine for Cousin Archie. Williams. 142.
Value of Adventure: The Story of Sacagawea.
Johnson. 213.
VAN AARLE. Don't Put Your Cart Before the
Horse Race. 182.
Vandal. Schlee. 217.
VAN DER ESSEN. Magician. 121.
. Night. 121.
VAN DE WETTERING. Hugh Pine. 102.
VAN LEEUWEN. More Tales of Oliver Pig.
221.
VAN STEENWYK. Stars on Ice. 204.
VAN WOERKOM. Pearl in the Egg. 122.
VARNUM. Play & Sing-It's Christmas. 82.
VEREY. Herb Growing Book. 163.
VIGNA. She's Not My Real Mother. 122.
Village of the Vampire Cat. Namioka. 200.
Violin Close Up. Schaaf. 63.
Visit. Esley. 51.
VOIGHT. Homecoming. 183.
VON DER GRUN. Howl Like the Wolves. 122.
WABER. Dear Hildegarde. 141.
WAHL. Button Eye's Orange. 142.
Waiting for Johnny Miracle. Bach. 47.
Waiting Game. Bunting. 208.
WAITLEY. Picture Atlas of the World. 17.
Walk in Wolf Wood. Stewart. 42.
WALKER. Maggot. 123.
WALLACE, BARBARA. Hawkins and the Soc-
cer Solution. 221.
--- . Peppermints in the Parlor. 142.
WALLACE, BILL. Dog Called Kitty. 102.
WALLACE, D. Fairy Poems. 24.
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WALLACE-BRODEUR. Kenton Year. 123.
Walter Cronkite. Westman. 102.
Walter, the Homing Pigeon. Benchley. 206.
WARTSKI. Boat to Nowhere. 82.
- . Long Way from Home. 183.
WATANABE. Get Set! Go! 222.
. What a Good Lunch. 24.
WATSON. How Brown Mouse Kept Christmas.
83.
Way to Windra. Baehr. 1.
We Dare Not Go A-Hunting. MacLeod. 16.
We Work with Horses. Clay. 147.
WEBSTER. Love Genie. 163.
WEIL. Owl and Other Scrambles. 123.
WEILERSTEIN. Best of K'tonton. 204.
WEIMAN. Which Way Courage. 183.
Weird Henry Berg. Sargent. 20.
WEISS, E. Things to Make and Do for Christ-
mas. 24.
WEISS, J. Home for a Stranger. 43.
WEISS, M. Gods, Stars, and Computers. 83.
WELLS. Timothy Goes to School. 222.
. When No One Was Looking. 83.
WELTNER. Beginning to Feel the Magic. 222.
Wendy and the Bullies. Robinson. 63.
WENG. Magic Boat. 113.
WERSBA. Twenty-Six Starlings Will Fly
through Your Mind. 83.
WESTALL. Fathom Five. 43.
WESTMAN. Jesse Jackson. 184.
.Walter Cronkite. 102.
Westmark. Alexander. 185.
WEXLER. Eat the Fruit, Plant the Seeds. 40.
-- . Secrets of the Venus's Fly Trap. 222.
What a Good Lunch. Watanabe. 24.
What Can She Be? A Scientist. Goldreich. 211.
What Difference Does It Make, Danny? Young.
104.
What Do You Do When Your Mouth Won't
Open? Pfeffer. 159.
What Time of Night Is It? Stolz. 219.
What You See Is What You Get. McLenighan.
16.
Whatever Happened to Uncle Albert?
Alexander. 145.
What's the Matter Sylvie, Can't You Ride? An-
dersen. 206.
What's the Matter with the Dobsons? Colman.
129.
When No One Was Looking. Wells. 83.
When the Wind Changed. Park. 178.
Where Do I Fit In? Noble. 177.
Where Do You Think You're Going, Christopher
Columbus? Fritz. 110.
Where Is It? Demi. 6.
Where the Buffaloes Begin. Baker. 186.
Where the Elf King Sings. Wolkoff. 104.
Which Way Courage. Weiman. 183.
WHITE. Linus Pauling. 163.
White Frame House. Sedgwick. 64.
WHITESIDE. Brother Mouky and the Falling
Sun. 84.
Who Killed Christopher? Korschunow. 73.
Who's Afraid of the Dark? Stanek. 181.
Why Did Grandma Die? Madler. 136.
Wild Pitch. Christopher. 89.
Wilderness Challenge. National Geographic So-
ciety. 200.
WILDSMITH. Professor Noah's Spaceship. 123.
WILLCOX. Acrobats & Ping-Pong. 223.
WILLIAMS, B. Breakthrough: Women in Ar-
chaeology. 164.
. Valentine for Cousin Archie. 142.
WILLIAMS, K. Masquerade. 103.
Willie Blows a Mean Horn. Thomas. 221.
Willie's Fire Engine. Keeping. 153.
Wind in the Willows. Grahame. I11.
Window on the Wild. Scott. 119.
Window Wishing. Caines. 27.
WINDSOR. Killing Time. 103.
Wing and the Flame. Hanlon. 53.
WINN. Connecticut Low. 126.
WINTER. Sir Andrew. 143.
Winter of the Owl. Hanson. 193.
Winter When Time Was Frozen. Pelgrom. 61.
WINTHROP. Sloppy Kisses. 103.
Wish Card Ran Out! Stevenson. 219.
WITTY. Day in the Life of an Emergency Room
Nurse. 24.
WOLF. Michael and the Dentist. 124.
WOLKOFF. Where the Elf King Sings. 104.
Women of the West. Sheafer. 79.
Wonders of Mice. Lavine. 154.
WOOD. This Time Count Me In. 164.
Working Kids on Working. Cole. 29.
Worlds Apart. Maiorano. 58.
Worst Witch. Murphy. 38.
WORTH. Curlicues. 143.
WRIGHT. Edith and the Duckling. 223.
WRIGHTSON. Journey Behind the Wind. 164.
YATES. My Diary-My World. 223.
YOLEN. Mice on Ice. 84.
. Shirlick Holmes and the Case of the
Wandering Wardrobe. 184.
YORINKS. Louis the Fish. 124.
YORK. Look-Alike Girl. 184.
. Remember Me When I Am Dead. 43.
You Can Hear a Magpie Smile. Paul. 201.
You Can't Be Timid with a Trumpet. English.
110.
You Can't Do That to Me. Archer. 65.
YOUNG. What Difference Does It Make,
Danny? 104.
YOUNKER. On Site. 84.
Your Family My Family. Drescher. 31.
Your First Airplane Trip. Ross. 216.
ZASLAVSKY. Count on Your Fingers, African
Style. 104.
ZERMAN. Beyond a Reasonable Doubt. 223.
ZHELEZNOVA. Alyonushka. 224.
ZIM. New Moon. 44.
ZIMELMAN. Positively No Pets Allowed. 143.
ZINDEL. Pigman's Legacy. 44.
ZIZMOR. Doctor Zizmor's Guide to Clearer
Skin. 143.
ZOLOTOW. If You Listen. 124.
--- . One Step, Two... 184,
--- . Say It! 144.
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